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January 30, 2011 

Chairman Darrellissa 
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform 
2157 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515-6143 

Dear Chairman Issa, 

a£V£RLY K, MARSHALL 
Vloe President 
Fed{)(iJI G()vemment~1 Affairs 

DlIk6 Energy Corponftion 
325 Seventh St, NW 
SUl(0300 
Weshlngton. DC 20004 

202·331·8090 
202·331·1181 f_x 
bkmarsha/{@dllke-energy.oom 

Duke Energy has long advocated for reasonable, workable and lowest cost regulation of our 
Industry. Unfortunately, our powe'r plants and other parts of our business face some of the 
most complex, overlapping and expensive regulations In the economy. We welcome your 
Inquiry Into regulations In general, and hope you will fo~us In part on the regulatory challenges 
facing the power sector. 

We understand that you received responses from the Nuclear Energy lostltute, the Edison 
Electric Institute (EEl) ani:! the American Gas Association. These responses should help Identify 
some of the I<ey areas of concern for our Industry. Also, as you know, the power sector 
currently faces a myriad o'f new environmental regulations under the Clean Air Act and other 
environmental statutes. Rather than list them Individually we have a~tached a time line 
prepared by EEl which shows the various regulations and their expected date of Impacts. 
Beyond this general list, we would draw your attention to three specific regulations that are of 
high concern to Duke Energy. 

Section 316(b) of the Clean Water Act: EPA Is expected to Issue a proposed revised Section 
316(b) rule by February 2011 and finall~elt by July 2012. At iSSUe Is whether EPA's new rule will 
require closed-cycle cooling, I.e., cooling towers, for most generation facilities or some subset 
offaclllties such as those located on particular water bodies like oceans, estuaries, tidal rivers, 
and the Great lakes. Also under conSideration Is whether the agency will exercise Its discretion 
and allow cost-benefit analysiS to determine the most cost-effective means of compliance. A 
one-slze-flts-all requirement of cooling towers Is 'n costl". propOSition that would have negatIve 
environmental, energy,prlce, and reliability Impacts and would have no Impact on human 
health. This .Is a rulemaklng that cries out for a careful review of the supposed benefits agaInst 
the signIficant costs., 

www.duka-energy.com 



Coal Combustion By-Product Regulation: Last year EPA proposed to change Its historic 
exemption of coal combustion by-products from the definition of hazardous waste. 
Interestingly at the time It made this proposal, It continued to encourage our Industry to 
beneficially reuse as much of the by-product as possible so the Industry sent ash and other 
combustion by-products offfor road construction, wall board productlon,and land fill. If EPA 
were to reverse course and deem coal combustion by-prodUcts hazardous, we would not only 
be forced to spend billions as an Industry upgrading our disposal sites at our plants, we would 
lose our ability to beneficially reuse coal combustion residuals and would face the Issue of 
dealing with the by-product that had been shipped outfor other uses pursuant to EPA's 
encouragement. 

New Source Review: Under the Clean Air Act, EPA, or States working as EPA's delegate, must 
review new and modlfylrig faCilities that meet certain emissions minimums. This 
preconstruction review includes a requirement that the facility Install best control technology In 
order to secure Its permit. This program has long been vexed by the question of what 
constitutes a modification. For our Industry, we face t~e potential oftrlggering hundreds of 
millions o.f dollars in new control equipment every time we consider an efficiency Improvement 
at one of our plants. Any regulatory program that puts up road blocks for reducing costs and 
Improving efficiency should be scrutinized carefully. Also this program was made all the more 
problematic by the addition on January 2 of this year of greenhouse gases to the list of 
pollutants that can trigger Its requirements. 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. We 1001< forward to worldng 
with you and your staff on these Important Issues. 

Yours truly, 

G*vMOAS~aJ) 
Beverly Marshall 

Enclosure 
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101 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W, 
Washlnglon, O.C: 20004·2696 
Telephone 202·508·5055 

EDISON ELECTRIC 
INSTITUTE 

December 30, 2010 

The Honol'able Darrell Iss a 
Ranking M(;)mbex 
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform 
U.S, House of Represeritatives 
Washin.gton, DC 20515 

DcaI' Representative Issa: 

THOMAS R. KUHN 
Prtl3il10fll 

Thank you for your Tetter asking for the Edison Electric Institute's assistance in 
identifyin,g.existing and proposed regull:ltioliS that have negatively impacted job 
gi'owth in our industry, We appreciate the opportunity 10 provide inplll for your 
revievv, . 

The Edison Electric Instihlte is the association of u.s, shareholder-ovvned electric 
companies, Our members serve 95 percent of ulthnate electrfcity cust.omers in the 
shareho!cler-ovvned segment of the industry and repl;esent approximately 70peroent of 
the U.s .. electrio puwer industry, 

Our member compruiies' generation, distribution and ·transmission operations, as well 
as financial activities,are heavily regulated at the federal, state, ana local levels, 
Because affordable, reliibleeleetricity is so criticai'to oUt countrY's e.conomic growth, 
the cost impaot of regulatiol1S on our hldustry has arip!Jle effect thtoughout the 
economy. 

Federal and state regulatiolls play an important role in electrio companies' dccisiollS 
about the type of genera:tlon to build to meet consumers' eiectl'k.ity demands. At the 

. state level, decisions by sUIte regillatol's, state siting Iavvs, and state tesource mandates 
aU playa role in an electdccompany's generation pians, as does the availability and 
costs of fLlel resources, At the fedenil level,lhe Environmental Pi'otection Agency's 
(BPA) rules tU1d<;r various federal statutes have significant impacts on the oosts of 
different generation options. Over the next several years, EPA vvill be proposing a 
myriad of rules that vviII affect the industry's eXlsting genel'atingfleet, as vvell as 
utilities' future plans for meeting electlkity demand. We plall to work closely vvith 
Congress and EPA to helpensID'c that'lhese lUles-many of which have not yet been 
proposed-provide a reasonable glide path to. a clefUler generation fleet. . 
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Utilities' distribution h,),stems are. heavily regulated at the state level; however, federal 
regulationB, partioularly the Federal COm(lllUlioations Commission's (PCC) broadband 
proposals, will have an impact 011 our industry's costs, as will cyber security and"smart 
grid regulation. . 

TIle siting of transmission. is l'eg.ulated primarily at the 8.tate level; however, the 
Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct 2005) gave the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) limited siting Quthol'i\y under oertain cIrcumstances. In addition, 
FERC regulates the transmission and sale of electricity in wholesale electriCity 
markets,. utility sales of assets, .m~rgers and acqUisitions, and intel'conheciions of 
certain facilities, as well as j:ll'ovidirtll Qversight of grid reliability. With I'egal'd .10 
transmissibn siting, electriccoli1pan!es .also 1iJ;Ust deal with fedemlagl'ncies and Indian 
tribes when. a pl'Oposed transmission line .ctosscs· federal lands or ttibal lands. In 
addition, EP Act 2005 directed the Department of Energy (DOE) to expedite and 
coordinate fed.eral siting efforl:s for utility transmis.sion facill'ties. 

Electric companies were heavily involveddurmg congressional considel'ation of tho 
Dodd·Frank Wall Street Refol'm arid COllsumer Protection Act of 2010 (the "Dodd· 
Frank Act"). Our industry uses derivatives, both over·the·counter and through 

. exchanges, to manage commeroial risks all behalf of our consumers to keep electric 
rates stable and affordable. BeCatlSe our longstanding activity is fucused 011 hedging, it 
does not pose systemic risk to our financial system alld was not at issue in the recent 
financial clisis. . 

I would like to. highlight for YOll several of our lUost ilmnediate concems regarding 
regulation in these key !lreas: 

CleM Water Act section 316(b).- Cooling Wi.'tc\·!ntake'strnctures 

The EPA will shol'tIy propose a rule to establish "best technOlogy available" to 
"minimize adverse environmental mlp!JCts" of·oooling water intulco struct\1res (CWIS). 
at exIsting power plants !Ind other industrial facilities. The proposed rule will replace a 
rule promulgated by the Bush Administration that was later remanded by the U.S. 
Coutt of Appeals for the Second· Circult because EPA had allowed for c<msideration of 
cost·benefit and the usc of habitat testara-lion to mitigate. technology requirements. 
The U.S, Supreme Court subsequently .t:uled that, in fuct, EPAh; allowed to take cost
benefit into account in implementing section 316(b) ofthe Clean Water Act. Pursuant 
to II recent settIelnellt agreement between EPA and a .group of river·keepers, EPA 
must issue a proposed rule by midcMaroli and a fmall'l.lle by July 2012. To meet these 
dellolines, EPA mtends to submit the rule for a truncated, 45-dily interagenoy review 
of the proposed rule and may well find it necessary to abbreviate other E:PA 
procedural requirements associated with producing a final rule. 

EEl and other associations whose members will be affected by the replacement nile 
are concerned that EPA needs to keep the nile ~easonable and .flexible, recognizing 
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constraints on existing faoilities. EPA has established closed-cycle cooling as "best 
technology available" 11l1clcr section 316(b) for new power plants and is >li:lder pressure 
to do the same for existing power plants. If EPA were to require widespread lIse of 
cooling towel's, or to set closed-cycle cooling. as the standard. for existing utility 
facilities, the consequences would be enormous and the benefits questionable. First, 
based on more than 30 years of study, exisJjng utility facilities in general are not 
having adverse impacts on fish and wildlife at n population level. State permit writers 
have been using bestpl'ofessional jlldgment for thos~ )'0 years, requiring use of 
technology they have deemed. necessary to protect aquatic resources. That approach in 
generlll has been working well. 

Requiring widespread use of ol1ce-tln~oligh oooling, or even substantial. additions of 
new CWIS te.obnology, at existing facilities would be costly. To retrofit the over 400 
potentially affected power plants (including 60 percent ofihe nuolear generation fleet), 
the Electric Power Research Institute .estimates the 'crapital costs to be $64 billion, with 
substantial additional annual costs for operation and maintenance. Extended power 
plant outages dlU'ing the retrofits and tile pot'ential for. plant closures related to cast and 

· pem1itting issues present gerrullle concerns .abbut the mIa's impact on el.ecttic system 
reliability. Furthermore, closed-cycle cooling consumes mOre water than once
through cooling, decxeas~g plant afflOif:)ncy, and .incl'easesair and greenhouse gas 
emissions. 

We are encouraging EPA to allow state pel'mit writers the flexibility to set 
requirements for these facilities based on site-specific analysis, giving full credit for 
measures already undertaken at each facility, and taking sitecollstraints and benefits 
and costs into account in imposing further measures, instea4 of requiring or promoting 

· use of closed-cycle cooling at existing utility facilities. 

Coal CombystiQn.Msiduals (CCRs) 

On June 21, 2010, EPA prol)Osed two primal'y regulatory options for CeRa disposed 
in landfills or surface impoundments: (1) regulation as speqiallisted waste under the 
Subtitle C hazardous waste regUlations of the ReSOUI'ce Conservation and Recovery 

· Act (RCRA); or (2) l'egulationas non .. haZlitdous wastes uuder Subtitle D of RCRA. 
Although the agency has proposed. that CCRs that are beneficially used would be 
exempt from regUlation, industries that beneficially Ujle ceRs (e.g., in cement and 
concrete, highway construction and wallboard manufacturing) have made it olear that 
regulation 1u1der the Subtitle C hazardous vyaste option would have. a dev.astating 
impact on the bene±1cial use of CeRa, resulting in the loss of important highcpaying 
jobs in the CCR beneficial use and related job markets. As II result, thousands of jobs 
throughout the courrlTy would be lost at a time when unemployment is high and the 
pace of economic recovery remains uncertain. 

In addition, regulation of CCRa under the fedel:al hazardous waste program would 
impose substantial costs all utility power plant maintenfl'Oc.e and operations, likely 
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resulting in the closure of some coal·fired power plants nnp/ol' switching to other 
fuels. Electricity prices ate almost cert~ln to increase· as a result of these inoreased 
operational alld maintenance costs, further affecting ooasumers. 

EPA has 'already concluded that Sllbtitle D regulations for eeRs would be 
environmentally protective; equally imlJortant, such regulations would not. harm 
beneflCialuse and would be implemented at a lower Qost to industry, consumers and 
the states. The electric utility industry beHeves that. a federai llon·hazardous waste 
rule for eCRs under RCM Subtitle D is cleafly the preferred and justified approach •. 

Federal CommunWations .com.mission (FCC) BI'Q;;jdballd Plan 

The FCC cmrently ia considering 111lemaldngs that impact ele'ulric utility 
infrastructure, If done incorrectly, this convergence of energy and 
telecommunications policymaldng may have adverse consequences on the public and 
the reHab-ility of om systems. Specifioally, the National Broadband Plan 'contends that 
widespread broadband deployment requites. "low, unIform rates"fOl' attaohil1g 
telecomrmlllications equipment to eieotric utility infi·astl'Uctme. While the goal ·of 
low-cost, high.sp<;1cd intel11et ace.css for all Americans is lau(la,ble, it Is debatable that 
subsidizing pole attachment rates fbI' the telecommuuications illdustry will actually 
accomplish this goaL In ndcUtion, the achievemen.t of this goai should IlOt sacrifice a 
safe and reliable electdc grid' and should !lOt cO.me at the, expense of electric 
ratepayers. Moreover, .the FCC teends to dismiss con.cerns. that brqadbandattachments 
are o:(tlln d.olle in a way lila! l\ndermineseJectric system. safety .ani:! reliability, To. be 
ole'llr, we strongly supP'Ort the' Na.ti'Onai Broadband Plan's gonlof affordable, high· 
speed infettretancess for aU Americans, but FCC rulemmdng needs to consider the 
impact this will have 'On theelectlic grid and ·e1ectl'ieity consumers. 

The nation's electric distl'ibution s.y~tems~hwluding poles, ducts, "'9nduilB,. llnd 
rights·ot~way--{[eliver j)ower 1'0 electricity cOllsmners along millions of miles of lines 
and at·o a key part of our natiol1's' critical energy Infrastructure. The structural 
integrity, safety, security and reliability of utility poles are fumlamentalcomponcnts of 
that infrastructure, and the cost to the utility fOi: maintaining thesc poles is 
considerable. Accordingly, the FCCshoitld in()Ol'porate 'Uw input of the trtility industry 
to ellSlll'e pole attachment policies arc balanced and employ sauJ;ld engineering 
principles while avoiding negative effects on electric system safety and reliability or 
on electricity consumers. 

Furthej', the FCC's Plall contemplates reallocating broadband spectrum. As these 
decisions are considered, it is importaut that the operatiollllineeds of the. electric sector 
not be ovedooked, Addressing the utility sector's needs, particul~ly dul'iog times of 
C:lll.ergency, is integral to tlie: safety of 110t just utility line workers, but also first 
respond.ers and the general public. Managing, maintaining and restoring thiscl'itical 
public service requires effective comlUUllication imrast.\1IctU:i'e; accordingly, the FCC 
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should be aware of how changes to broadband spectnun allocation could impact the 
utility sector, 

Given the competing interests fol' this finite resoUrce, it is imp011:a:nt that Congress 
enSlJre that the needs of critical infrastructure industries are not overlooked in this 
reallocation. FlUthel', as Congr~ss c.onsiders legislation to take an inventory 'of 
existing sJiectt'um alloc!rtion, protecting the sensitive information of these companies 
is impcl'ative as well. 

Eleotric Tran!!tt\ission SiIDlg and Pexmitt41g Issues 

The construction of new tl'ansmission is critical 'for electric companies to be able to 
move power to where it is needed and to maintain a reliable electricity system, In 
2009, shareholder-owned electric utilities and stand-alone transmission companies 
spent roughly $9.3 billion 011 transmission inveSlinent, compared'tp $5.9 billion in 
2004. Assuming utilities oo'e. able to site new transmission, they plan !o continue 
increasing transmlsf>ion 41Vestl11ents from approximately $9,7 biUion in 2010 to 
roughly $12:3 billion In 2013. 

However, the siting of new electric transmission lines remains a difficult and lengthy 
endeavor, pmtiouJarly when mUltiple states or regions must approve the project, or 
when the siting involves federallantls. Congress too~ several steps in EPAct 2005 to 
facilitate sithig and timely decisions, but those steps have Jargely liot bome fruit. 

To begin with, COl1gt'ess included. PERC backstop siting provisions hi the Act. 
However, that authority to incentivizG states to approve cnicialprojects in a timely 
way has been eroded by lit\i:\ation and by the overly complic!rted, biflil:cirt",cl process 
thtlt was established. in the Act to enable companies to acce.ss FERC backstop 
authority. tasl'resmt access to PERC's bac!l:stol> aiting authority is available only in 
the Southwest and the mid·Atllll1ticareas where the Department of Energy (DOE) has 
designated national jntere~1: electt'ic transmission ¢'orddors (NIE'fCs), Even in 11)08e 

areas, FERC's authority h&$ not resulted in cncolltagil1g states. to resolve diffe~ences 
on o.dtical ttansll1ission projects at, specifically in the mid"Atlantic area, anow PERC 
to step in to resolve ~tate disputes, since the U.S. COlJrl of Al>peals for the Fourth 
Circuit ruled that FBRC canllot overturn a state's denial of a transmiooion faoility. In 
addition, DOE's interpretation of its authority to designate NIETCs is being litigated. 
An adverse luling by the court would gut what. remains of the EP AetOS siting 
proviSions. 

Other EPAct 2005 permitting I>ro,1sio118 for siting new transmission are in various 
stages of implementation, Cong!'ess provided DOE with "lead agency" authority to 
ellsure that fodent! agencies (a) act within one year (unless not possible) on 
applications for federal permits for transmission facilities, including federal land use 
authorizations, and (b) rely on a consolidated environmental review process and 
l'coQrd of decision. D()E and oight other federal agencies have signed an MOU 
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putting the Department of InteriOl' (Do!) 1n ohatg.e when fuderallands are involved. 
and otherwiseleavi11g the decMon about who will be the lead agency to be decided 
case.by-case. There is 110 evidence· timt the MOO has lladlilny effect. Federal land 
agencies continue to lag behind the states in the amount of time it takes to approve a 
transmission project,. including on even the most basic <nll'ly dec;isions ahout the. type 
of environmental Malysis that will be required before a project can be approved, 

Finally, it.appears filat implementation of the reql.tiremenls of Seotion %8 of EPAct 
2005 have come to a standstill. . That provision required DOE,. the Bureau of Land 
MiII1agement and the UoS. Forest Service ·to identify corridors where electric 
transmission and gas pipelines can be looated on federal lands, first in th~ western 
Upited States, then In the eastem United States, The agencies did a reasonable job of 
designating an initial set of corl1do1's in the West Mel amending the relevant land use 
plans to accommodate MWenergy facilities, tilollgh the designations did leave 
~ig111frcant gaps. The designutl.ollS were challenged in .oourt, lind Dol haa been 
engaged in settlement discllssions for nearly two yew's, As a result, the industl'y has 
been unable to file its p~ition to intervene in the case and is excludotl fram the 
discussions, More lmportantly~ the siting of energy projects in these corridors has 
stalled. The Dol does 110t appear tQhave approved tile siting of any new facilities in 
these corridors, It has not provided streamlined 'approval ptocedures tiered off the 
envirOlunental work alreadycomple:ted !IS required by EPAct2005; nor has Dol taken 
steps to preserve the availability Qfthese cOl'1'ldors, 

Our industry supports full implementation ()f the EPAot 200S provih10ns to expedite 
transmission siting on federal lands, as well as clarification of PERC's ability to site 
high-priority, high .. vnltage t1'llnsmission lines when state!! either fail to net on siting 
applications within a certain time periud or leject these critical transmission projects. 

Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and COl1s\Uner Protection Act illOl 0 

The Dodd-Frank Act provides for the exemption of comnlerciaJ end-users from most 
of the provisions of the legislation. In addition, the legislative history of the Dodd
Frank Act includes a letter from Senators Lincolnwld Dodd, M weIl asa colloquy 
between Representatives FtWlk and Representative Peterson, clal'ifying tile legislative 
intent to exempt cOl11merc!al end-users. However, the implomentatlO:tl of the Dodd .. 
Frank Act by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). which includes 
30 teams in charge of'more than 4Q rulemakings, has ralsed concerns that some of the 
proposed rules will create signHicant Ullcettaihty rega:t:ding new regulatory obHgatiol\s 
for end-users. Additionally, SOllle end-ulrers could be miscast as swap dealers subject 
to significant new regulation and costs, depending on hoW' "swap dealer" is defmed, 
Unless tIllS lmoertainty and potential over-reach in implementation is addressed, tlien;, 
could be significant costs to ousincsscs and consumers, placing a new burden all tbe 
economic recovery. In the case of utilities, the average cash flow impact pel' COlnpWly 
<if being miscru.'t asa swap dealer could amol1llt to between $250 million and $400 
million· pel' year, taking away need.ed financial resources fOl' our industry's capital 
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spending. programs to blilld cleanel' el¢;ctric generation. new transmi$sion aIld 
distribution, tile smart grid, and the infl'as!ructlll'e needed for electric transportation. 

In conc:!l.lSion, we· appreciate fue opportunity to share wifu you OUI' insights on a 
nnmber oforitica1.'l'egtllations affecting the' electricity sector, We look fOl'WUl'd to 
working with you as the Committee on Oversight and Oovel'llment Reform considers 
the impact of federall'egulation on Out' economy ilndj.ob creatiOll, 

Sincerely, 

. .-~ 
.~--.~, 

Thomas R, Kuhn 

co: The Honorable Edolphus Towns 



January 10,2011 

The Honorable Darrellissa 
Chairman 
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Chairman Issa: 

Industrial Minarals Association - North Amerioa 

On behalf of the Indllstrial Minerals Association ~ Nortil America(lMA~NA), I would like to thank you 
for your recent letter and for providing us the opportunity to submit comments regarding regulations we 
feel have negatively affected our member's ability to grow their bllsinesses. . 

The IMA-NA is a trade association that represents fifty-fom companies tilat prodilCe industrial minerals 
such as ball clay, barite, )xmtonite, borates, calcium carbon.ate, diatomite, feldspar, industrial sand, kaolin, 

. mica, soda ash, talc, wollastonite, and other industrial minerals, a11d fifty-five associate member companies 
that provide goods and services to the industry. lMA-NA typically represents seventy-five percent or more 
ofthe production for each ofthese minerals in the United States; 

The United States enjoys the most e!)Vironmentally benign processes for production of industrial minerals 
in the world. Industrial minerals at'e critical to the manufactming processes of many ofthe products that 
we use every day. They are used in the production of glass, ceramics, paper, plastics, rubber, detergents, 
insulation, pharmaceuticals, and cosmetics. They also are used in fOt1l1dry cores and molds used for metal 
castings, paints, filtration, metallurgical applications, refraotoryproducts and specialty fillers. IMA-NA 
members have demonstrated a commitment to the goals of sustainable development and operating in an 
environmentally friendly manner. While we believe that regulations have a place in business, we also 
believe there have been numerous it;stances whei'e government agencies have overregulated OUl" industry 
with onerous provisions that affect ow' members' ability to compete both domestically and internationally. 

One of the agencies that has most significantly affected our members to date has been the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) .. The EPA has enacted numerotlS regulations over the course of the last two years 
that all'eady have forced companies to cancel new projects. Further, EPA appears to be planning many 
other regulatory actions which will inhibit the ability of American industry to focus attention on job
building initiatives. 

The mostghirlng examples of these are EPA's Endangerment Finding and subseq\Jent rulemaklngs 
involving gmenhouse gases (GHGs), such as the Tailoring Rule, Timing Rule, a11d Tailpipe Rule. We 
dispute the authority of EPA to promulgate regulations In this area and disagree with the procedural 
methods the agency is using to bypass the legislative process. 

Other EPA initiatives that have or will severely impact our members include the indusll"ial boiler MACT 
proposal, recently finalized revisions to the NO, and SO, National Al11bient Air Quality Standards, 

. 2011 Pennsyivanla Avanu~. NW, Suito 301, Washington·, DC 20006 I 202-457- 0200 I fax 202-457- 0287 I www.irna-" •. org 
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possible revisions to the coarse particulate matter standard, possIble modifications to the Inorganic arsenic 
, risk assessment ill EPA's lntegrated Risk lnformation System, the threatened, unprecedented revocatIon 'of 

a Clean Water Act Section 404 permit, the proposed requirement for finanCIal responsibility for hardrock 
mines tinder the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, and the 
potential regulation of hydraulic fmcturing under the Safe Drinking Water Act. 

The added costs to meet the requirements of these new regulations will be significant. Our members 
already are facing stringent competition from other nations, These regulatory actions will lead directly to 
lost jobs at our operations within the United States, and at associated operations such as ports and suppliel's, 

Proposed and contemplated regulations from the Occupational Safety and 'Health Administration (OSHA) 
and Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) also are troubling, For instance, OSHA recently 
proposed a monumental redefinition of"feasihility" wlder its noise standard that would overturn decades of 
established agency Interpretation, Aiso, both OSHA and MSHA are planning rulemakings in 2011 on 
crystalline silica that stand to greatly affect our membership ifthe pennissible exposure limit is reduced to 
a level that neither is technologically achievable nor justified by tile soience, 

Our sector of the mining industry compares quite favorably to other industries in terms of injury rates, yet it 
is regulated to a far greater extent than most. Over the last decade, our industry sector has seen a steady 
improvement In safety performance, yet our members report overzealous enfbrcement with extraordinary 
increases In liIe number of citatIons IS"led ancl runowlt of fines assessed, While we applaud and share the 
goals of these agencies to promote worker safety and health, we believe they are not justified in theh' desire 
to target our industry with aMitionalt'egulation, 

The metal/nomnetal mining sector of the mining industry has over 12,000 operations throughout the United 
States arid employs over 200,000 people in good-paying, safe jobs that are the economic backbone for 
many communIties throughout the countt"y, Many of.these operations are small, fruni1y-owned·businesse. 
that are struggling to stay afloat in diflicult economic times and yet ru'e maintaining good safety records. 
They require economic certainty now, and not the imposition of increased regulatory btu'dens, Emphasis 
should be placed 011 compliance assistance and other public-private partnerships where business and 
government can work together to achieve common goals. The likely outcome from these regulations on 
our industry is increased litigation, mine closures and lost jobs, especially for smaller mines that simply 
cannot afford to operate in the regulatory environment that we currently face, 

IMA-NA stands ready to pru'ticipate constructively and serve as a t'esource for your Committee in this 
important discussion regarding agency regUlatory initiatives, Onae again, we thank you for giving us this 
opportunity to submit comments and we look forward to working with you and your Committee throughout 
the I 12rl• Congress, ' . 

Sincerely, 

Mark G, Ellis 
President 

2011 Pennsylvania Avenua. NW. Suit", 301. Washington, [lG 20006 I 202'457· 0200 I r~x 202-457- 0267 I www,lma·na,org 



AMERICAN TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS 
Burdensome Regulations 

HOURS OF SERVICE PROPOSE'D RULE: On December 23, 2010, the day after 
Congress adjourned forthe holidays, the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration 
(FMCSA) proposed new regulations that would significantly restrict the time truck drivers 
may drive and be on duty, If Implemented, the regulations would (1) likely reduce the 
maximum daily driving time to 10 hours; (2) reduce the maximum daily working time 
window by an addition'al hour; and, (3) counter to the government's news release, 
abolish the 34-hour restart as it exists today (34 hours would be the minimum period; the 
restart could actuaily be up to 54 hours). The agency's proposal ignores the simple fact 
that the trucking industry's safety performance has improved af an unprecedented rate 
while operating under the current hours of service regulations that became effective in 
2004. Both the number and rate of fatal accidents involving large truoks have declined 
by more than one-third, and are now atthelr lowest levels in recorded history. The 
remarkable reduction in the number of fatal truck-involved crashes ocourred even as 
vehicle mileage Inoreased. We are also conoerned that the agency has significantly 
changed Its methodology for the benefit-cost analysis in order to justify the proposed 
changes. 

DOL PROPOSED PLAN/PRSVENT/PROTECT REGULATION: The United States 
Department of Labor has announced its Intention to publish an NPRM In April 2011 that 
will create significant new administrative burdens for businesses. The NPRM would 
create a regulatory program referred to by the Agency as Plan/Prevent/Protec!. Under 
the Program businesses using employees would have to make written assessments 
justifying treatment of each category of employee as either exempt or nonexempt under 
the Fair Labor Standards Act. And businesses working with Independent contractors 
would have to perfqrm a written analysis of each worker's status under the economic 
realities test to justify Independent contractor treatment. The written analyzes would 
have to be provided to the affected worker and retained for review by a DOL wage and 
hour Investigator. While the compliance burden for the trucking industry under the 
proposed Program would be very large related to employees' exempt/non-exempt 
status, it would be enormous for motor carriers contracting with independent contractors. 
Differences In the circumstances of Individual contractors (referred to as owner- . 
operators In trucking) related to investment In equipment; length of relationship; 
organization of the owner-operator's business; and many other unique factors peculiar to 
particular owner-operators, could well make Individualized assessments for hundreds (In 
some instances, thousands) of contractors necessary. In an industry that utiliZes 
hundreds of thousands of independent contractors; a significant percentage of which 
often change carrier partners, the administrative cost will be staggering. In addition, the 
requirement that the analysis be provided to the contractor will undoubtedly result In a 

. Significant increase in status-related litigation. Any Industry Includes a small percentage 
of dlsgrunlled workers who want to blame their failures on others. If even a minute 
percentage of the owner-operators utilized in the trucking industry are influenced to 
challenge their status, the litigation cost will be huge. In short, the proposed 
Plan/Prevent/Protect Program will create needless, costly administrative burdens for all 
types of employers and inflame worker discontent to the benefit of no on other than 
plaintiff attorneys. 



REDUNDANT SECURITY THREAT ASSESSMENTS: Commercial drivers face multiple 
security threat assessments (STA) and credentlallng requirements, costing each driver 
hundreds of dollars in fees, plus additional costs associated with drivers' lost wages 
while traveling to and from .enrollment centers, fuel costs, and the aggravation of 
providing fingerprints multiple times. ATA supports one application/enrollment process, 
one fee, one security threat assessment, and a single credential that allows 
transportation workers to demonstrate compliance with multiple STAs and access 
control security rl?quirements. For example, TSA should recogni<:e drivers carrying a 
valid TWIC as fylly compliant with the security requirements for the HME expressed in 
49 CFR Parts 1570 and 1572. Congress already intended this result by granting TSA the 
authority to do so under Public Law 110-53 (H.R. 1, Implementing the 
Recommendations of the 9/11 Commission). Section 1556 states in part, "An individual 
who has a valid transportation employee identification card issued by the Secretary 
under section 70105 of title 46, United States Code, shall be deemed to have met the 
background records check required under secilon 5103a of title 49, United States Code." 
TSA has yet to correct this burdensome, costly and redundant security threat 
assessment process. 

IDENTIFICATION OF NON-HAZARDOUS MATERIALS THAT ARE SOLID WASTE: OnJune 
4, 2010, EPA proposed a rule entitled Identification of Non-Hazardbus Materials Thai Are Solid 
Waste. If the. rule is finali<:ed as proposed, the rule could seriously impact the used oil 
management system that has successfully kept large quantities of used oil out of our waterways 
since it was first adopted in 1985. ApprOXimately 780 million gallons of used oil is used as fuel 
annually. Of that amount, about 113 million gallons is used for heating purposes by 
approximately 100,000 small businesses across the country. No problem has been identified 
with the handling and combustion of used oil under current EPA regulations. The proposed rule 
would require costly testing of ali used oil intended for reuse as a fuel and would discourage 
vehIcle maintenance shops from accepting used oil from the public as a public service to 
encourage recycling. If used oil is determined to be off-specification (which may be the case for 
a very small percentage of the oil), a maintenance facility would have to send that used oil to a 
commercial industrial incinerator adding further burden and costs. Status: EPA filed a motion 
on December 7, 2010, in the federal District Court for the District of Columbia seeking an 
extension of the January 16, 2011 date to finalize this and other air rules. The motio.n has not 
been acted on by the court and is being opposed by environmental groups. (Also see letter 
attached to EPA Administrator Usa Jackson sent by Members of Congress to EPA on 
December 7, 2010,). 

LEASE ACCOUNTING RULES BEING REWRITTEN BY THE FINANCIAL 
ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD (OVERSEEN BY THE SEC): FASS's proposal, 
on which the public comment period has recently closed, would change the way 
companies, both public and private, must account for leases of all kinds. Leased 
equipment, for instance, would now show as assets on a company's balance sheet, and 
would have to be revalued periodically, according to changing estimates of the likelihood 
of the occurrence of contingencies contained in the lease. The changes might be 
especially traumatic for carriers using owner-operators, if those independent-contractor 
arrangements were considered leases in whole or part. More broadly, the FASS's 
proposal, especially as applied to real estate, could have an enormous effect on the 
economy at large, since it might drastically change lease values and lease terms, 
particularly as reflected on bank balance sheets. FASS's stated intent has been to make 



the new rules effective in mid·2011, after which all existirig leases would have to be 
recharacterized. . 

CUSTOMS RULE ON RESIDUE IN TRUCK CONTAINERS: In 2009, U.S. Customs 
and Border Protection ("CBP") modified a longstanding Customs Ruling that changes the 
common trucking industry practice of bringing reusable containers with some residue 
remaining back into the U.S. as "empty" Instruments of International Traffic ("IITs"). The 
new ruling requires these containers to be manifested and entered as if they were fully 
loaded with imported products. Once enforcerrient of the new ruling begins, motor 
carriers must declare the quantity and valueofthe residue remaining in the container 
and incur the expenses associated with full manifesting and entry. The new ruling does 
not Increase security or enhance inspector safety, as residue shipments of hazardous 
materials already comply with DOT's shipping paper requirements indicating the type of 
chemical being transported. The new ruling also would not increase revenue to the 
treasury, as these shipments are exempt from duties under a category of Americall 
Goods Returned. Carriers and shippers, however, would incur additional costs 
associated with the procedures needed to accurately estimate the quantity and value of 
the residue retuming and in some cases may have to hire licenseu customs brokers to 
help facilitate the return of tank trucks and other reusable containers. In some cases, 
tank trucks will need to be washed out in Canada or Mexico rather than In the U.S., 
representing a loss of U.S. business. Congress should enact legislation to establish a 
de millimis threshold quantity for residue returning to the U.S. in reusable containers to 
facilitate a less burdensome entry procedure. 

WETLINES REGULATION 
The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration has proposed prohibiting 
cargo tank operators froni transporting flammable liquids in unprotected external product 
piping (wellines). The proposed rule would require operators to install purging systems 
or underride protection and would apply to both new and existing equipment. PHMSA's 
cost·benefit analysis demonstrates that the costs exceed the benefits based on the . 
incidents that have occurred over the past 10 years, It is only when PHMSA assumes 
an increase in the number of fatalities or an increase in reported damages through a 
"sensitivity analysis" that PHMSA can say that the benefits exceed the costs .. In . 
addition, many of the assumptions underlying PHMSA's cost analysis are erroneous. 



CHARLeTTE 
PIPE AND FOUNDRY COMPANY 

February 1, 2011 

The Honorable Darrell Issa 
Chairman, House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform 
2347 Raybul'l1 House Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 15 

Dear Represelltative Issa: 

Charlotte Pipe and FOUlldry is a 110 year-old, family-owned business in Charlotte, NC. We make cast iron and 
plastic pipe and fittings for plumbing systems - all our products are proudly made in the U.S. We employ more' 
than 1,350 hat'd-worldng Americans and we have not had a forced lay-off in more than 35 years - even during 
this four-year depression in residential and commercial construction, we have kept our people working (albeit at 
reduced hours) with full benefits. We feel strongly 'about taking care of our associates - our greatest asset. 

However, North Carolina has not fared as well. The state has lost 250,000 jobs since the statt of the recession, 
hitting a record-high unemployment rate of 11.2% last year. Yet, EPA atld othel' agencies feel now is the time to 
impose new rules and regulations that will hurt job-creators struggling to emerge from the recession. 

For example, EPA's pl'Oposal to further tighten the National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) for ozone 
to 60 or 70 parts per billion. Typically, EPA waits at least five years before revising standat'ds, but the agency is 
re-opening the standard after it was tightened from 84 to 75 ppb in 2008. A preliminary analysis by North 
Carolina'S Depmtment of Environmental atld Natural ResolJl'ces shows that the proposed limits will push evet)' 
metropolitan area in the .state .out of attainment,. placi!1g the estimated $90 billion compliance cost squarely on 
the backs of manufacturers, oil refiners and ut.i1ities. (Mobile spurces of ozone - by far the largest sources -
tend to be filled with voters 811ct therefore at'e typically exempted fi'om bearing the direct costs of compliance.) 

Particulate matter (PM 2.5) standards are also under review by the EPA. PM 2.5 limits are currently set at 15. 
ppb. New levels being considered are between 12 - 14 ppb - which are approaching backgl'Ound levels. For 
example, natlU'ally-occlU'l'ing levels in rural Oakboro, NC (where we were considering building a new mOre 
energy-efticieni foundry) are at 12.8 ppb. Clearly we cannot locate a plant on the area of real estate we own and 
meet these background levels. Even if the standards remain unchatlged, we have 0I11y a window of2.2 ppb to 
work witll. Instead of the 450 acres we own, we would ,need 4,500 acres of land on which to build to comply. 

Finally, while Cap and Trade may be dead,. the EPA's plan to regulate GHGs under the Clean Ail' Act will have 
the same net effect. Allowing the EPA to proceed is to allow unelected bureaucrats to usurp the will and 
authority oftlIe Congress. Attempts to impose carbon restrictions via a "clean energy" standard and the use of 
costly renewables also have the same net effect - dramatically higher energy prices from carbon-free sources 
which will add millions of dollars to our operating costs, making it extremely difficult for us to compete with 
Chinese import~ already at II labol', subsidy, currency, safety and environmental cost advantage. The last of our 
manufacturing base will likely disappear - and our Company will have a very difficult time surviving as well. 

Thank you for your consideration of these imp0l1ant issues. Preserving our manufacturing base in a matter of 
national security and we hope you will fight unnecessary burdens placed on those who put America to. work. 

Sincerely, 

Bradford Muller 
Vice President, Marketing 

PO Box 35430 Char1oW., NC 26235 USA 704/372-5030 600/438-6091 FAX 800{553-1605 



Americiln Finane/Eli Servloes Associatioll 

January 27, 2011 

The Honorable Dan'el Issa 
Chairman 
House of Representatives Committee 011 Oversight and Government Refonn 
B350 RHOB 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

The American Financial Services Association (AFSA) is pleased to respond to your letter of 
November 15,2011 which seeks to identifY existing and proposed regulations that negatively 
impact job growth. 

Founded in1916, AFSA is the national trade association fOl" the consumer credit industry 
protecting access to cl~edit and consumer choice. Our 350 members include consumer and 
commercial finance companies, auto finance and leasing companies, mortgage lenders, credit 
card issuers, industrial banks and indusll)' suppliers. 

Our comments address two broad policy concerns. First, reflecting" our membersIlip and mission, 
we will discllss proposed regulations in the financial services sector. Next, we will discuss the 
need for systemic reform of the regulatory process. 

We are very appreciative of your initiation of this process and look forward to wDl"king with you 
and your committee as you remove federal regulatory impediments to our economic recovery. 

Financial Regulations Inllibitlng Job Creation 

The passage of the Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Aot of2010 (Dodd-Frank Act), 
ostensibly designed to prevent another Wall Street crisis, creates a staggering533 rulemakings 
scattered throughout a number of federal agencies. The Dodd-Frank Act also creates a new, all 
but autonomous, Consumer Financial Proteotion Bureau (CFPB) that has extraordinary authority 
ove\" all facets of consumer credit. 

Unlike traditonal agencies governed by a bipartisan commission, the CFPB will be directed by a 
single regulator. Although nominally housed within the Federal Reserve Board (FRB), the Frui 
cannot direct acti vities, terminate staff, review or block regulatOl), or enforcement activities: " 

Also unlike the traditional independent agency model, the CFPB is guaranteed a percontage of 
the" FRB '$ budget, hence there is no oongressional oversight through the normal budget proecess. 

The CFPB has authority over""unfair, deceptive, and abusive" practices that may impact 
consumers. While the former have been defined over the years by federal regulations and COllrt 



decisions, the latter term is virtually undefined and gives the CFPB untrammeled discretion to 
deem "abusive" any product it dislikes. 

The CFPB also has independent litigating authol'ity and need not notify the Department of 
Justice (DOJ) of uny proposed action - fill' outside the usual norms offederal agency practice. 
AFSA believes DOJ consultation is necessary to coordinate enforcement activities across 
agencies and to provide a critical check on the CFPB' s discretion when a company is exposed to 
damaging penalties. ' 

The myriad of regulations mandated by the Dodd-Frank Act have a disproportionate iinpaet on 
the many AFSA members that are finance companies, sales finance companies 01' retail 
installment sales finance companies. 

These companies, many of whom are small local 01' regional businesses, are Hcensed and 
,supervised by state banking agencies or a consumer credit authority.' They are not federally 
chartered and are funded by putting their own capital at risk, not by federally-insured deposits. 
They had no part in the causing the fmaneial crisis the Dodd-Frank Act purports to address. 

Thanks to the Dodd-Frank bill, the companies find themselves su bject fo an additional level of 
federal regulation and enforcement that will dramatically raise their compliance costs. Every 
dollar spent on additional compliance bUI'dens is a dollar notloaned (0 American conS\1mers. 

The Act further fails to give any statut9ry direction to the new CFPB to determine the adequacy 
of existing state laws and regulations under which these, companies opemte before imposing new 
federal burdens. 

The CFPB may promu Igate regulations impacting thasp companies without: 

- finding that existing state law or regulation is inadequate; 
- determining an estimate ofthe number of state-licensed or supervised entities to which the 

proposed rule will apply; . 
- describing the projected reporting, recordkeeping and other compliance requirements ofa 

proposed rule; and, 
- identifying the relevant state statutes, regulations and enforcement proceedings with which the 

new federal regulation may duplicate, overlap or conflict. 

AF'SA members who issue credit cards are still adjusting to the impact of the CARD Act of2009 
- the most conlprehensive rewriting of federal law in this area since the 1980' s. 

The CARD Act has already impacted lower income Americans and, even, stay-at-home mothers. 
Restricti!1g the ability ofissucl' to price for risk and acljust pricing (IS risk profiles change, lower 
income borrowers face higher intercst rates at the inception oftheir accounts and lower credit 
limits. The cost of complying with the CARD Act has already shifted many banks away from 
free checking. 



Like many federal regulations, those implementing the CARD Act have consequence, whether 
unintended 01' not, that impact the very people the regulations are supposed to protect. For 
example, one ofthe "reforms" in the CARD Act resulted in a Federal Reserve proposed rule that 
requires credit-card issuers to oonsider only a borrower's "independent" income rather than 
household income. This new standard, which would apply to new credit-card accounts and 
requests to increase limits on existing acoounts, will make it difficult for some customers to get 
instant credit on the spot in retail, especially for stay-at-home mothers without separate income. 

Our economy is still consumer dl"iven and relies on credit availability. Both the CFPB and the 
c:ARD Act have, 01' threaten to, impose extraordinary compliance costs on lenders that will 
translate into reduced credit availability and higher credit costs, and will be a drag on retail sale,S 
that will inhibit economic recovery and job growth. According to a recent study by the 
academics at the George Mason University Law School, regulations implemented under the 
Dodd-Franl, Act could reduce economic growth by 4%. 

Systemic Reform of the Fedel'lJl Regulatory Process 

The oomplexity, likely impact and lack of Congressional oversight over the Dodd-Frank Act is 
merely one example of a broken regulatory process and its problems are doubtless manifested in 
other major regulatory initiatives impacting all segments ofthe economy. In fact, the role ofthe 
regulators has become so pervasive that: a) management is impeded fi'om maki;tg basic 
operational decisions with checking with and getting approval fi·om regulators, and b) the cost of 
regulatory compliance has gone up dramatically without any increase in effectiveness. 

Therefore, AFSA believes that the entire regulatory process is in need of comprehensive, 
systemic reform. In the last Congres·s, you were a sponsor of the Regulations fi'om the Executive 
In Need of Scrutiny (REINS) Act (H.R. 3765) which would prevent federal agencies from 
implementing major regulatory initiatives without Congressional approval. We urge you todD 
so again and seek its passage as soon as possible. . 

That bill ensures that new major rules that impose annual economic costs in excess of$IOO 
million or otherwise have significant economic 01' anticompetitive effects cannot take effect 
unless Congress passes a Joint Resolution approving the regulation within 90 session or 
legislative days of the mle's submission to Congress. 

We believe enactment ofthe REINS Act would restore Congressional oversight over federal 
agencies that are, all too often, adopting rules that either exceed their underlying statutory 
authority or reflect the views of un elected bureaucrats rather than elected officeholders 
constitutionally charged with creating public policy. 

Most federal agencies promulgate rules subject under authority of the Administrative Procedures 
Act of 1946 (APA) which requires agencies to keep the public informed of their organization; 
procedures and rules; pmvides for public participation in the I'ulemaking process; establishes 
uniform standards for the conduct of formal rulemaking and adjudication and defines the scope 
of j)ldiciall'eview. 



Unfortunately, the APA provides little protection when federal agencies exceed their 
congressional mandates. Happily, there is a model that does so. In 1975, in response to an out of . . 

control Federal Trade Commission (FTC), Congress enacted the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act 
which imposed procedural safeguards on FTC rulemaking .. 

Under Magnuson-Moss, the FTC must first show "substantial evidence" before it is able to 
regulate "prevalent" unfair and deceptive acts. In addition to APA procedures, the Magnuson
Moss Act requires two notices of proposed notification, prior notification to Congress, an 
opportunity for informal hearings, and, importantly, possible cross-examination of witnesses. 
Magnuson-Moss also requires that the FTC justify a new rule with "particularity" after obtaining 
objective evidence based on a relevant market taken as a whole rathe!: than the FTC's (and 
doubtless other agencies) previous reliance on anecdotal evidence. 

AFSA believes that, at a minimum, the procedural safeguards of the Magnuson-Moss Act should 
be extended to other forms of federal regulatory rulemaking. 

* 
AFSA looks forward to working with you. Please feel free to contact me with any questions at 
202-296-5544, ext, 616 or bhimpler@l!;fsamail.org. 

p~~ 
/SHlHimpler . 

Executive Vice President 
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February 7, 2011 

The Honl.lrable OIllTell E, leBa 
Chairman . 
U.S, House COlluuittee 011 Oversight and ClOVl-'rmnent Reform 
2347 Rayb\lI!1 HOWl" Ofll.ce auUding . 
Washinglon, DC 2M1S-0S49 

Deill' Chairmen Isan: 

On behalf of the American Bakel's Assooiation (ABA), I wouldJike to congratUlate you on 
becoming ChlriTll1IIn of the HOlls. Committee on OVllnIlg\\llIlld Government Rllform. The 
Commltt~e wlll play acritioall'Ole in ovetSe.ing the responsible impietnentotion Rlld 
enforcement of many 101"9 that impaot the billdng industry. AdditionallY, your elrorts to reduoe 
the regulatory roadblocks 10 job oreation !Uld sll$lahlabla ooonomiogl'owth are vitally hnportilnt. 

The Amerlc~n Bakel!! Association (ABA) Is the Waahintito)1. n:C.-based voice oftbe wholesale 
baklllllinduslty. Sinoe 1897, AHA has represented th" int.,l'e~ts ofhakllnl before the U,a, 
Congt"Bs, fedoral agoncies !ula intemational regulatory uulhoritilloS. ABA uavoOlIIe.9 on behalf of 
more than 700 baking facilities and baiting company supplitll'$. Tho baiting Industry generotes 
morc lhan $70 billion bl eooliomic aotivity anmlaUy and employs .oIQSC 10 hulf a million highly 
.kllled poople, 

Th0 COllunilteo will hay;> n difllcu,lt task: ahend In providblg IlPptopriate oversight of the many 
agencies tasked wJ1h implemMting myriad new law. adopted thesepA$1 few 'yoor~, ABA lilld ils 
members stand ready to assist you IIlld Iho ComMittee In this oversight capacity. As weh, ABA 
would like to bring to your nttelltion key issues that th" baking industry fOrMees bolng of critical 
concorn dtll'ing lhe 112'" CongrlloSS. . . . 

Food M;odcmlzatlon Aet~ lIood and Drug Athninlsli'ation 

Cor0ful revi~w 9ilould be given to alO now Ullthorities granted to the US Food and Drug 
AdminMration in the Food Modelllization Aot to eUfIllXe that those l\eW activities !U'e olearly 
fl)cuse<1 to prevent food bonw illness and hnpl'OVe publlo health. AdditiOllally, fees approved in 
the !lew law fl)r l'e-hlSp(Xjtions 0'[ :l'MllIli911 shmud be car\lful1y monitored IUld standordized for 
!lCcoun!1\blHty. Since roglstratioo :feos, or in effect an illdustry tax, was Il()! lJt~nred in the Dew 
law, Fl:)A wlJ1 be looking:tOt revenue /lOlltocs to support their new aCtivities. Cun'out FDA 
funding will not adClj1ll\t<)ly provido the needed rosouroe.q for Ilew Muff and activities '~ssociated 
with the new agenoy te8polurlbiliti0~. . . 

. ;, 
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G .. ~~nhollsc GuN R~glllution8 -li)Jlvh'onmentnl PI'OwctiOll Agency . 

Careful con3id~rntion ahoul() he give to tim nnvl:ronrnent~l Protection Agcnoy'~lmplelnentatloll 
<if the Greenhouse Gus RegulaUOll nnd the Indirect impact flwse will have 011 small buslneasllll, 
These llnpuots 10' 8llIuli busine.~ses, suoll as Ille bnking indusII}" will increase our energy oosts 
and U'lUlSpottutioll costs, For exmnple, oUI'indust!'y uses a signifioallt amount ofnail1l'aJ gas and 
elocn'icily fell' bnklng end l'c!l:lgeration and j:hia OIUJnO( be alt~red, Thlls we become vulnerable to 
indirect co.t. ill the fulID ofbigher utilities. 

JlOl~I'S of S01'vlco Rogulatlons -l>epal'tm~ ot'TrftllSportatioll 

. Any <ihange in tOO regniation3, whicll c()ver both drIve fuoos &ud w!!(k day, WOllld have a 
drl1lllntio impact on tile bnklng Industry's ability 10 serv~ Aillerlcana with:ll.'eSh baked gondi. 
Bakel'. have finely limed logisties operations \hat comply with ale ourrellt 11I1/lll, SoIileofth~ 
chang~.Il envisioned by DOT are completely Unl'erulstio tlIld at best would slgnlficantly Increase . 
cost8!ll1d tl'l'IffiQ cong~$tiOil. 10 addition, fatalities have d"lll'ens~d sinoe 2001, .80 it wotlld be . 
counterlniulUve to restruotU!'e II rule that is woddng properly and at Stloh It It.envy prlDe:for Iilnall 
b118fneS8~8. . 

lIep\th Ca~o Reform - Dep~l'!ment of Health and Hllman SOI'Viees. 

As. with most other butll!leSS0S, bake~ are hesitant to embrace the new health care law passed In 
the 111 til Congress, While the bulk ufth. provisions have not yet boon implomented. (i.0" 
employer mandate begin. in 20 14 and the "Cadillac Thx" begins 1n2018), the \lllOertnulty OllUped 
by the nOW law have led lllIIl1y business leodels to cut baok oli fuMe invostmant lUld limit growth 
pllll1a for their resP"al1ve companies. Specifioally, bakers fac<:> In(ll'easing health care premiums 
and gonoml oos!e due to: . 

The m!U!dnl' to offel' II oerlttln le'l"01 ofi:>enefits to !Ill employees; 
New foon 1099 i'eports fur all non-oredit can! expenses over $600, 

• A decrease in the efl"ecl1veness ofuti[j~blg cost 8avihg and popular }{emtb. StWillgS 
A<X\oullta Ill1d Flexible Spollding AOOOllllts, w:td; 
Tho legislations weakening of the ERISA pl'OOmpti()ll through heightened slllte actiVities 

While ABA supports II. fhlll'llpaal o£the law, bak61~ llnder8tttlld the diffioultles ofpsssing a full 
l'cpcm III the 111" Congress, A~ such, ABA i$ltlllliolls for COllgt'<JSS to move forward with 
possible teplaaement language for tbe bill. Uniil that time, ~A supports collgl'essil)ll1ll 
oversight oftl1e DepnrUMllt ofHeslth IIIliI HUlllSU Services to help pl'Ovldo some prospecllve 
(J~l'lllinty to !be buslnoss COlllll11m!tyas this !leW law is iml)I611tented over the coming yeal'B, 

Plall, Prevent and l'roteet - Departmont of Labol' 

Tho U.s. Dilpariment ofL~bol' (DOL) has indicated that II will move ibl'Ward with all aggressive 
agenda in during the 112111 Congress, With possible new :proposed regulations coming Ollt, ill 
April 1,0 11 ill refcrence to the Pll!O, Prewnt and Protem initiatives, ABA ftrmly beliwes thai 
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Congl'~SS mUShl"e its oversight authority to 611$1trethal these )ll'Opoaed r'g\llntions nr.'l0\ ovedy 
punitive ofbusines.s, promote buainasses' ability 10 creRt~,fobs ,auo IJ1"OW 0111' niling eoonomy, 
Unfortlmately, while the specific lan!"lmge offues. prQPoanls has not yet hem released, early 
i11Clioilt!OUS show that fua DOL' i Initiatives are fOCllse<i on pelltulzlng businesses rather tllnn ' 
w01k with them to pl'Omoi:e the well being of their woddl)rce, 

Specifically,th. FLSA"dil'ected "Rlght to Know" pl'opoaalseeks to make it muoh more difficult 
'to usolegltbnate Independent contmotor relatIonshIPs between hus!ness(),!, lruItead, tho DOL is 
pursllll)g reg>.llatlons fua! would easellt!Rlly tty to ferce businesses to hl\'(l employees itlstead of 
oontract w1~h lndepel1dont O)l()mtoI'9, 'rhis would powntlal(y prohibit thousnnds of Independent 
husiness owne~B frolll seou1'lng work fOl' their 6lnployees shouLd the Independent contmctor 
relationship be damaged through regulation, With the oOlmtry's unemployment l'Iltehovering 
around 9,5 pel'06nl, now i. not fua time fo~ filO DOL to move f01'Ward with 1'egulations that could 
fOllle tllousands to join the l'Iu,ks oftha 1l1l61Uployed, 

, U.S. Sugar X ..... grslll 

The U ,8, sUllar pl'Ogrum, remlthorlzed ill evel'Y farm' bill since 1986, l$ a $4 billion n year bailollt 
to U,S, sugar growers, While this p!'()I!I'sm is technioally !'OWnU0 neutral to th~ federal 
goverton.nt, it Is,(\ govemmetlH'un pl'Ogram that fO!lles oonsmners to pay well above world 
pIices fOHugal' and is respoQJ)iblei'OI'thousands of lost jobs In tllo U,S. 'rhe Deparlmtlllt of 
Cormuerce ditta, show that high prices undcrthe sug!\!' poognun were r~.sponsible for OV()l' 90,000 
jobs hist in sagaT"using indu80:108 while there wos significant job lJ1"owth in the rest of the food 
sector,' " 

Tho USDA 1188 authority t() increaso tile quota ofsagar aUowed in to the O,S, esoh year should 
the Sao1'81lll'Y determine that Buell a need wamlllts an hlpl'anse .. The cun-ent prolJ1"am restriell! Ute 
fr'M trade "hllgar, as the slIgar pl'Ogram mandates a tariff 011 aU sugar imports, making foreign 
sugar unattl11ctiv6 to U,S, b,Rsed food pl'odnae1'S. While USDA has the Ullthority to ilicrease 
imports in times of low supply, it ha~ b~e)i extremcly .l()w i!ll'ooct!ng to C~llsllmer and food 
industry !~eedsl The soltltlon Is to eliminate tho Qurrent prolJ1"am and bring II into alignment with 
other commodity progmll1S in tlw upcoming farm but, btlt untillhat time, ABA encourages the 
Committee to 'investigate tM uaDA's mallagemenl of tllia \ll'Otectionist pl'olJ1"!l1n, 

ADA tharilClj yO~l in advance for y0111' consIderation of these iSsutl/l, We look forward to workii:lg 
with you and COllllnittre.lUell1bers to mitigate the iOlpElll\ of these new l~ws Ilnd Pl'Ollo,sed I'Ules 
on the business cormuunity's ability to creatc and retain U,g, jobs, 

itit~", 
, Robb MaoKie 
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Darrell E. Issa 
Chairman 

MJSA 
Manufacturing Jewelers & Suppliel's of Amcl'iclt 

57 John L. Dietsch Squm'e, Attlebol"O Fails, MA 02763 
40I.274.38401800.444.6572llnfo@mjsa.org I www.mjs •. or~ 

Committee on Oversight and Government Reform 
U.S. House of Representatives 
2157 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515-6143 

Dear Chairman Issa, 

Februirry 4, 2011 

MJSA, the U.S. trade association forjewelry makers, designers, and related suppliers, 
cUlTently has 1,400 member companies representing ali sectors of the industry-jewelry 
. makers, designers, suppliers, retailers with custom design/bench businesses, and service 
organizations. Together, our member companies employ approximately 50,000 workers. 

As with so many manufacturiug sectors in the United States, the U.S. jewelry 
manufacturing industry has been hard-hit by lower-priced imports, the growth of which 
has helped to put the U.S. jewelry industry under monumental strain in the past decade. 
According to figures from the Jewelers Board of Trade, prepared in hite 2009, the U.S. 
jewelry industry lost nearly 1,065 manufacturers since 1998, going from 4,315 companies 

. to just over 3,25~a drop of almost 25 percent. Some ofthe companies went out of 
business entirely, while other were consolidated into larger operations. In either case, the 
result was the same: fewer jobs. Although costume jewelry manufacturing has been 
particularly hard hit, with many companies relocating operations overseas, the precious 
metal sector has not escaped unscathed: It lost over 14,000 jobs overall between 1997 and 
2007, according to the U.S. Economic Census. The picture has only grown worse in the 
past year. 

A depressed U.s. jewelry manufacturing industry has wider repeJ'cussions, as well. 
Jewelry makers spent $91 million on capital improvements and paid $11 million in taxes 
and fees in 2007, for example. Additionally, 700 manufacturing businesses support the 
jewelry industry, including watchmakers and producers of jewelry materials (castings, for 
exan1ple), as well as producers of lapidary goods and related items. Like the number of 
jewelry mrumfacturel's, the level of manufacturing support businesses has fallen almost 
20 percent in the past few yeru·s. 

TIms, the financial burden of morc regulation could add an additionalnegativo impact to 
an already weakened industry, which will result in more cost cutting and lost jobs. The 



following list of existing or proposed regulations includes measi.!res that we are currently 
tracking: " 

, * TlIe 1099 IRS Reporting Requirement. Beginning in 2012, this new regulation would 
require businesses to file an IRS Form 1099 for any vendor to which they pay more than 
$600 annually. Previously, businesses only had to file 1099 forms for , 
individuals/p!U1:nerships peliorming professional services (such as independent 
contractors) that crossed the $600 threshold. The new regulation will place undue burden 
on the many small businesses that constitute om' membership, increasing the time and 
money spent during tax preparation, We have asked our members to write to their 
representatives and support repeal of this lneasure. 

* The Conflict Minerals Provisions in the DoddlFrank Wall Street Reform and 
Consumer Protection Act. MJSA condemns the use of minerals to fund conflict in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), in adjoining countries, 01' anywhere in the 
world. We work with our fellow trade associations on issues concerning conflict gold and 
remain engaged in this process. However" using the regulatory authority of the SEC to 
impact the use of raw materials that !U'e not otherwise restricted by any lawful sanctions 
01' embargos is troubling !Uld perhaps the wrong approach, Nevertheless, we are now 
grappling with implementation of this law, in an extraordin!U'ily complex gold supply 
chain. Though the regulations !U'e not yet in place, we are ooticipating that the cost8to 
jewelry makers will be great. 

* Proposed Rcgillations Restricting Cadmium in Children's Jewelry. MJSA is fully 
committed to creating stoodards that protect our children from any toxic elements in 
jewelry, It is working with the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) and a 
variety of other organizations to create an ASTM Children's Jewelry Safety Standard, 
which could be eligible for possible adoption by the CPSC. The stoodard would include 
testing methods that harmonize with existing lead safety measures, as per 11le Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act. However, there is no guarantee that such testing 
methods will be adopted, and various proposals 11lat have been submitted to CPSC 
suggest different methods that would greatly increase industry compliance costs. TIlis is 
an issue we are also monitoring closely. ' 

We appreciate the opportunity to contribute to your committee's deliberations on the 
impact of government regulation on our industry, and its ability to create new jobs, 01' 

sustain the ones we now support. 

Sincerely, 

David W, Cochran 
President/CEO, MJSA 



The Honorable Darrell Issa 
Chairman 

February 4, 2011 

House.Committee on Oversight and Goverllment Reform 
2157 Rayburn House Office BlJiiding 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Deal' Chairman Issa: 

Thank you for this opportunity to provide comments about burdensome federal regulations 
that have had a profoundly negative impact on the powersports industry. We look fOlward to 
working with you in your new role as Chairman, and as you seek to provide oversight to shed 
light on, and to reduce the impact of, onerous regulations that stifle growth and 0ppottunity. 

The Motorcycle Industry Council ("MIC") is a national indush'y organization representing 
manufacturers and distributors of motoroycles, scooters, parts and accessories and members 
ofallied trades. 

While there are any number of -regulations our industry could point to that are burdensome 
and that affoot our membor companies' bottom lincs, one issue is at the foroft'ont; the 
regulation adopted as a result of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA). 
The CPSIA, enacted in 200S, effectively bans the sale of youth products primarily intended 
for children age 12 and under that contain more than extremely low lead levels. While much 
of the initial.discussion surrounding the legislation focused on toys, Congress ultimately 
settled on restricting the lead levels of an exh'cmely broad range of children's products 
including youth size all-terrain vehicles (ATVs) and motorcycles. 

Background: 

When the CPSJA's new lead standard took effect in February 2009, all youth models of 
ATVs and dirt bikes designed and intended primarily lor children 6 to 12 years of age . 
became classified as banned hazardous substances because some .components in these ATV s 
and dirt bikes - such as valve stems on tires, aluminum in bmke components, and terminals 
on batteries - contaln small quantities of lead, either for safety or functionality. This lead 
poses no risk for kids. 

Missed Opportunities for CPSC to AplJly Common Sense Regulation; 

Congress enacted an exemption provision in CPSIA in order to allow CPSC to implement a 
regulatory process to exempt certain products that should not be included in the lead ban. In 
January 2009, MIC filed a petition with the Consumer Product Sufety Commis~ion (CPSC) 
requesting that its members' products be excluded from these new lead 'content provisions, 
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hoping that common sense would prevail in cases where scientific evidence,shows there will 
be no inorease in a chlld' s blood lead level from exposure to these products. CPSC rejected 
the MICs petition because it decided the CPSIA requires the rejection of,a petition if a child 
could absorb "any" lead, even ifthere is no health risk to the child. This despite the fact that 

, MIC's petition included an evaluation by toxicologists which noted; "We recognize that the 
statute refors to no lead absorption in the body; however, we believe that, as a scientific 
matter, the concept of "no lead absorption" would be reasonably interpreted by the scientifio 
oommunity to mean no'measurable impaot'on blood lead." 

CPSC had a seoond chance to take a common sense approach and provide relief for youth 
ATVs and motorcycles when it developed its accessibility guidelines that detel'mine what 
components are considered accessible and therefore subjeot to the lead provisions ofCPSIA. 
MIC's petition for exemption noted; "As the I-louse Repolt on CPSIA explained in 
oonnection with the exception to the lead standards for inacoessible parts, the legislation's 
focus was on ensuring 'that any products granted an exception has 110 meaningful ability to 
expose a ohild to lead in such a way that oould raise blood lead leve!.'" MIC's petition and 
CPSC itself made it clear that there is no threat to children from the small amounts oflead in 
certain component parts of youth ATVs and motoroyoles. MIC and its members urged CPSC 
to define "accessibility" for purposes of youth off'highway vehiCles (OHVs) as parts that the 
rider touches when seated in the riding position. The rationale for such an interpretation was 
that they are the only parts onhe vehicle that youth riders usually touch, since maintenance 

, should be performed by adults. By defining "accessibility" in this common sense way, CPSC 
would have drastically reduced the number of component parts subject to the lead' content 
limits and made it possible for the manufacturcl's to oomply. However, CPSC once again 
decided to regulate against common sense, imposing all accessibility guideline based on a 
"probe" test, whereby any component on any youth pl'Oduct that can be touched with a probe 
similar in size and shape to a pencil is deemed accessible., 

Safety Impacts Resulting from CPSC's Unwillingness to Provide Effective ReUef: 

While the science clearly shows, and CPSC acknowledges, that there is no threat faced by 
ohildren from the lead in youth or-IV s, there is a very real threat' created by the removal of 
youth A TV sand motoroycles from the market. The powersports industry developed youth 
machines to help keep ohildren off of larger adult sized vehicles that are inappropriate for 
kids. CPSC's own data indioates that almost 90% ofyoutb ATV injuries and fatalities occur 
on adult sized A TV s. Despite recognizing this very serious safety ooncern CPSC eleoted to 
ignore common sense and instead Interpret CPSIA in the strictest terms possibie. 

Incomplete IIlId Ineffective Relief from CPSC: 

Recognizing the very real safety concerns, in May 2009 CPSC issued a stay of enforcement 
for the new lead standard 11mt was specific to these industries. However, this provided only 
incomplete and ineffective relleffor the powersports industry. The stay, which was put in 
place for two years and recently extended until December 2011, is a stop-gap measure that 
has not ended the ban on youth ORVs. While CPSC will not enforce against those who sell 
these products during the stay the industry remains vulnerabie to lawsuits and actions by state 



agencies. As a result the availability of youth ATVs and motorcycles has declined 
precipitously. 

Impacts to Industry Resnlting from CPSC's Uuwillingness to Provide Effective Relief: 

In 2009, MIC estimated a $1 billion annual impact to'our industry as a result ofa complete 
ban on youth A TV s and motorcycles. Due to the risks of selling under the stay, half of the . 
major ATV mmmfacturers are no longer selling youth models despite the stay. It is clear that 
CPSC's interpretation ofCPSJA, mld its resultant regulatory actions have delivered a huge 
blow to the powersports industry. . . 

Need for Congressional Action: 

Typically, OUI' industry and others are surprised by the willingness of many federal agencies 
to promulgate regulation that bears little resemblance to laws enacted by Congress. In the 
instance of the CPSIA it Is clear that CPSC has gone the othel' way and taken the strictest 
possible interpretation at every turn. The result is reduced safety for youth riders, a huge 
financial blow to the powersports industry and the need for Congress to act to amend the 
CPSIA to exclude youth A TV s and motorcycles or otherwise change the Act to stop the ban 
on these products. . 

Again. thank you for your efforts to ['educe regulatory barl'iers to job creation. Please find 
attached testimony from MIC's General Counsel. Paul Vitrano, from a House Energy and 
Commerce COlHmittee hetU'ing last year. Also attached are two statements from powersports 
dealers that have been negatively impacted by the Cl'SIA. 

Sincerely, 

~/~ 
Duane Taylor 
Director, Federal Affairs 



TESTIMONY OF· PAUL C. VITRANO 
Subcommittee ou Commerce, Trude, and Consumer Protection 

Committee on Energy and Commerce 
United States House ofRepresentntives 

April 29, 2010 

Chairman Waxman, Chairman Rush, Ranking Member Barton, Ranking Member Whitfield and 
distinguished Members oflhe Subcommittee on Commerca, Trade, and Consumer Protection, 
thank you for the opportunity to testify this morning on the need for amendments to the 
Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act. My name is Paul Vitrano. I run the General 
Counsel ofthe Motorcycle Industry Council. MIC is a not-far-profit, national industry 
association representing nearly 300 manufacturers and distributors of motorcycles and all-terrain 
vehicles; motorcycle, A TV and recreational off-highway vehicle parts and accessories; and 
members ofallied trades such as insurance, finance and investment companies, media companies 
and consultants. 

The CPSIA was intended to protect chHdren from ingesting lead from toys. However, the lead 
pl'Ovisiori has had uninterided consequences and I am here to testify about one ofthem. The 
CPSIA. has effectively banned the sale of age-appropriate youth ATV s and motorcycles because 
of the lead content of cel1ain components. As a result of its broad reach, the Act has 
inadvertently crippled an industt·y ul\l'e1ated to the toy manufacturers that were the intended 
target ofthe lead provision. In addition, the resulting ban has resulted in unsafe situations for 
youth off-highway enthusiasts. 

Therefore, the MIC urges the Committee to pass the Consumer Product Safety Enhancement Act 
(CPSEA) with Section 2 included to stop this unintended lian. Moreover, the CPSEA and/or any 
other legislative solution should include specific language that provides clarity to the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission (CPSC) regarding Congress' intent to stop this brul. 

It is estimated that over 13.7 million Americans enjoy riding off-highway motorcycles and ovel' 
35 million enjoy riding ATVs. Safety of our riders - pru1icularly our youngest riders - is a top 
priority of the powersports industry. VehIcles, helmets and other gear and accessories are 
specially designed for youth riders to allow them to safely enjoy this family-friendly form of 
outdoor recreation. 

In February 2009, however, ATVs and motorcycles designed and primarily intended for youth 
riders aged 6 to 12 became banned hazardous substances under the CPSIA· because small 
runounts of lead - that pose no risk to youth - are imbedded in metal paris of those vehicles to 
enhance the functionality of those components. 

As you know, the CPSC concluded that the language of the CPSIA prevented it from making 
commoll-sense decisions and resulted in the CPSC denying the powel'sp0l1s industry's petitions 
for exclusion from the lead content pl'Ovision. The exclusion was denied despite the fact that the 
CPSC's own staff acknowledged that .there was no measurable risk to children resulting from 
lead exposure fi'om these products. 



The CPSC tried to temporarily address the ban by issuing a stay of enforcement oflhe CPSIA's 
new lead contcnt limits ill May 2009, Unfortunately, this stay of enforcement has proven 
unworkable, Due to the !'isks of selling unde!' the stay, many manufacturers and dealers are no 
longer selling youth model off-highway vehicles and there is now a limited availability of these 
products for consumers, Half of the major ATV mamlfacturers are no longer selling youth 
models despite the stay, Sales of the smallest youth ATVs have decreased by 85% more than 
overall A TV sales during the stay, . 

The CPSC has acknowledged that the ban on youth off-highway vehicles creates a compelling 
safety issue because it likely will result in children 12 years of age and younger riding larger and 
faster adult-size vehicles, For example, CPSC studies show almost 90% of youth injuries and 
fatalities occur on adult-size ATVs, Again, the CPSC's staff scientists acknowledge that the 
presence of lead in metal alloys in these youth models - needed for functionality, durability and 
other reason~ that are safety critical to the components - does not present a health hazard to 
children, The Commission also acknowledges that children riding these vehiCles only interact 
with a limited number of metal component parts that might contain small amounts of lead, like 
bralce and clutch levers, throttle controls, and tire valve stems, 

As a resli,lt, for over one year, MIC, its members, their dealers and many of the millions of 
Americans who safely and responsibly ride their off-highway motorcycles and ATVs with their 
children have urged Congress to amend the CPSIA to stop this unintended ban on youth 
motorized recreational vehicles, Off-highway vehicle stakeholders have sent over one millioll 
electronic m""tlges and thousands of hand signed letters and made nUmerous calls and personal 
visits to Capitol Hill to advocate for a legislative solution to the ban, 

Since the CPSIA ban took effect on February 10,2009, we collectively have urged Congress to 
act for three important reasons: 

First, the lead content in metal,parts of ATVs and motorcycles poses no risk to kids, Experts 
estimate that the lead intake frol11 kids' interaction with metal parts is less than the lead intake 
from drinking a glass of water, 

Second, everyone agrees that the key to keeping youth safe on ATV s and motorcycles is having 
them ride the right sized vehicle. The CPSIA has unintentionally put kids at risk because youth 
ATV and motorcycle availability is limited, Unavailability of youth models results in what 
CPSC has described as a "more serious and immediate risk of injury or death" than any risk fi'om 
lead exposure from these products, 

Finally, the CPSJA Is unnecessarily hurting the economy and jobs when everyone is trying to 
grow the economy and create jobs, MIC estimates that II complete ban on yOUtll modd vehicles 
would result in about $1 billion in lost economic value in the retail marketplace every year, 

In recognition of the need to end the unintended ban on youth ATVs and nlOtOl'cycles, CPSC 
Chairman Tenenbaum and the other Commissioners unanimously asked Congress to pl'Ovide the 
Commission with flexibility to grant exclusions from the CPSJA lead content provisions, 
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specifically noting the need to address youth ATVs and motorcycles. The Energy and 
Connnel'ceCommittee's leadership has I'espondedby proposing the CPSEA and the Act's 
accompanying report. We appreciate the efforts that you are undertaking to address the 
unintended consequences of the CPSIA and recognize that it has been difficult to address these 
issues given the varying interests Involved in this process. 

As Representative Rehberg stated when introducing his bill to stop the ban on ATV sand 
motorcycles, "the original legislation Congress passed was meant to keep kids safe from lead 
content in toys. Ironically, the overreaching enforcement wound up putting kids at risk by 
forcing them to use larger more dangerous machines that are intended only for adults." 

We believe that Congress never intended to ban youth model motorized recreational vehicles 
when it passed the CPSIA. We already have submitted evidence to CPSC sufficient to obtain 
exclusions for youth A TV s and motorcycles under the proposed language of the CPSEA. 
Ultimately, however, it Is the CPSC that will interpret that ianguage to determine whether or not 
to grant an exclusion for the metal parts of A TV s and motorcycles. 

That is why the industr"y is strongly urging the Committee to provide as much clarity as possible 
in developing a legislative solution so that the CPSC is left with no doubt about Congress' intent 
to ensure the oontinued availability of youth model motorizeC!recreatlonal vehicles. Throughout 
our discussions, we have encouraged the Conlmittee to include statutory lang~age to provide the 
CPSC with explicit guidance. Although the Committee has not Inolud~ this language in the 
proposed an1Cndment, we do sllpport the inclusion of rep or! language accompanyhlg this Act that 
defines the words "practicable" and "no measurable adverse effec!." 

The powersports industry supports Section 2 of the CPSEA. It also would welcome additional 
clarity either to expressly exclude our products - never intended to be included under the CPSIA 
in the first place - or to provide explicit guidance to CPSC to grant exclilsions for youth ATVs 
and motorcycles. We urge Congress to complete its work, pass this bill and help solve this 
unintended consequence of the CPSIA once and for all. 

Thank you. 
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WRITTEN TESTIMONY OF STEVE BURNSIDE,· 

OWNER, nsn KAWASAKI, 

PARKERSBURG, WEST VIRGINIA 

House Committee on Smnll Business 

Subcommittee on Investiglltioos nod Oversight 

Heariog: "The Consnmer Product Safety Improvement Act and SII1I1I1 Business" 

May 14,2009 

Chairman Altmire and members ofthe Subco111mittee on Investigations and Oversight of the 

Committee on Small Business, thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony regarding the 

significant impact that the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act's lead content provisions 

have had oomotorcycIe aod ATV dealers. 

I represent a small town community: Parkel'sburg, West Virginia, where lawn a little motorcycle 

and ATV dealership . .some people may not understand that, in our world, this off-road segment 

of motorcycles and ATV s is used by everybody for farming, fishing, hunting; it's just flID. 

That's the biggest segment of our business by far and away. 

This past couple of years in this dowllturned economy, we have suffered some losses already that 

have been tough to·overcome. Since the economy took a turn for the worse in the Fall of2008, 

we had been waiting for this Spring - our main selling and riding season - to be our salvation. 

People are not spending money like they did; what money they do have they are sp.ending on the 

kids, especially in our segment. But. now they can't because of the hew law passed by Congress. 

Since the CPSIA load ban on youth motorcycIesand ATVs, we ha~e had somewhere from 

twenty-five to thirty-five percent of our business jerked out fr0111 underneath us. But that is not 

the end of the losses. Many ofille people that come to my business will not purchase vehicles 

for themselves because they cannot buy the propel' age-size for their kids. They are just getting 

out of the game entirely because it is a family sport. 



The ones that we really are concerned about are those who al'e going to put kids on the wrong 

size product. We do the right thing and tell parents they cmmot and should not buy adult 

vehicles for their kids, but it is a tough spot to be in because we are hungry fQr sales. 

We have embraced families ever since we started our business in 2003 : I have had everybody 

fi'om toddlers to teenagers ill my shop and they are not chewing, eating or licking the bike, or 

anything that will cause them to ingest lead. And even the toddlers, they want to be on the seat 

a11d holding the handlebars. That's what they want to do ~ "Mom and Dad get me up on thoro," 

when they're not trying to climb on there themselves. Lead consumption fl'Ommotorcycles and 

ATV$ is not an issue ~ we've never seen it be an issue and we don't fe,ellike it's necessary to 

treat it as an issue. 

Last month, the CPSC issued a stay of enforcement of the lead content provisions for ATV sand 

motorcycles to try to get dealers to start selling again and keep kids off of adult size vehicles. 

But the stay does not solve the problem. The reality is'that this stay of enforcement is simply 

inadequate to protect dealers, like me, who wish to sell these products . 

. First, the stay requires manufacturers to provide unnecessary and burdensome information about 

parts of these vehicles. But the CPSC staffhas already found these parts present no health 

hazard to children. And the manufacturers have already explained functional alternatives to the, 

lead me not available. 

In addition, the stay does not prevent state Attorneys Genertll from taking enforcement action 

against companies who distribute or dealers who sell these products. Youth A TV sand 

motorcycles sold under the stay are still II "banned hazardous product" in the hands of customers. 

The stay does not protect dealers from private lawsuits based upon the legal status ofthese 

vehicles as "hanned" products either. Dealers and other small businesses should not have to face 

these risks because the CPSC provided inadequate relief and Congress has not yet taken action to 

fix the law. 
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Finally, the stay is only temporary,. with a stated duration of two years, There is nothing to 

pl'event a Conimission with new and different members, like those nominated by the President 

last week, from revoldng it at any time, leaving manufacilll'ers and dealets subject to 

enforcement for products sold under the stay, 

Since the stay does not provide the necessary relief to manufacturel's' or dealers, some 

manufacturers and dealers simply will not sell youth model ATVs and motorcycles, resulting in 

more lost sales and more children 12 and unper riding larger, fastei', adult-size vehicles where 

they are at risk of serious injury. Those that do seU face seriolls business and legal risks, 

The CPSC should have granted the industry's petition to exclude ATV s and motorcycles from 

the CPSIA lead content limits, The petition was based upon science showing that the small 

amounts oflead contained in metal parts ofthes~ vehicles do not present any health hazard to 

children who llse them, Yet, the Commissioners said that they had no authority to grant the 

petition because of the way the CPSIA exclusion provision is written by Congress, 

Now, the only way to obtain complete and permanel1t relief for manllfacturers, dealers and t'lders 

'. from this ban is for Congress to take action, The CPSlA must be amended to grant an exemption 

for youth ATV s and motorcycles which contain small amounts of lead that present no health risk 

to children, This is the approach taken by n,R, 1587, a 1;>i11 introduced by Congressman Denny 

Rehberg with 38 bi-partisan co-sponsors, A separate bill introduced by Congressman Joe 

Barton, H,R, 1815, takes an alternative approach by revising the CPSIA exclusion provision to 

give the CPSC authority to grant exemptions in situations, such as youth ATVs and off-highway 

motorcycles, where small amounts of lead in components pl'esent no health hazard to. children, 

I urge Congress to provide manufacturers; dealers and riders with a permanent end to the ban on 

youth model ATVs and motorcycles by adopting such an amendment to the CPSIA. 

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to present how CPSlA is impacting my industry and 

my livelihood, 



January 10,2011 

The Honorable Dan'ell Issa 
Chairman 
Committee on Oversight & Government Reform 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Re: Committee Request for Current and Proposed Federal Regulations for Review: 
EPA's Lead: Renovation, Repair lind Pllinting Rnle . 

Dear Chainnan Issa: 

In response to your request for the identification of current and proposed federal 
regulations negatively impacting job growth and preservation, the undersigned 
'organizations, representing hundreds of thousands of businesses, both large and small, 
would like to strongly encourage a Committee review and investigation of the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) Lead: Renovation., Repair and Painting 
(LRRP) Rule and its proposed amendments. As you know, the nation's building industry 
has been in a severe recession for several years, and today still faces unemployment at a 
rat.e of 21 %. ·Further, the LRRP Rule poses a major obstacle for a market recovery and 
the proposed amendments expanding its scope will further delay a sustained recovery. 

The undersigned organizations support the intent of the Residential Lead-Based Paint 
. Hazard Reduct.ion Act of 1992 and share EPA's objectives to pl'oiect children and 

pregnant women from lead hazards. The final LRRP Rule, which took effect April 22, 
2010, requires renovation work that. disturbs more than six square feet on the interior of a 
pre-1978 home to follow 'new lead safe work practices supervised by an EPA-certified 
renov.ator and be performed by an EPA-certified renovation ftrm. Poor development and 
implementation of the LRRP Rule resulted in: 

• Not enough training opportunities for renovators to become certified and 
therefore not enough certified renovators at the time of implementation; 

• Inadequate lead test kits producing over 60 percent..false positives and an EPA
estimated $200 million in lIDnecessary addi.tionul compliance costs; 

• Ineffective and insufficient consumer awareness programs; and 
• Woefully llrideresti~ated costs for'compliance with the LRRP Rule, particularly 

for smail businesses. 

These actions have resulted i1) contractors facing considerable costs to comply with the 
rule and has hindered job creation in the already depressed construction market. EPA's 
inability to produce issue any meaningful consumer education on the LRRP Rule has also 
resulted in consumers hiring uncertified contractors due to the increased costs of hiring 
certified renovators. This means that legitimate businesses that are complying with the 
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LRRP Rule cannot compete for much-needed work against non-compliant contmctors 
that, ironically, lack the trained to actually perform lead-safe renovations and prevent 
lead hazard exposlll'os. .. 

Making matters worse, when EPA published the final LRRP Rule in April 2008, it 
contained· an "Opt-Ont" provision that allowed homeowners to waive compliance with 
the rule if there were no pregnant women or children under six present. However, in July 
20 I 0, EPA removed the Opt-Out provision and more than doubled the amount of pre-
1978 homes that arc now subject to the Rule, which also increases compliance costs by 
$336 million in the first year alone, according to EPA. EPA took tills action without 
citing any new data to support its decision and offered such explanations as the need to 
protect possible future residents of a home, minimizing the impact on neighbors and 
protecting pets. 

BPA has undertaken additional regulatory actions to expand the scope of the LRRP. The 
current proposed rule to institute "Clearance Testing" is to ensure that renovation work 
areas are adequately cleaned after certain renovation work is completed. These 
additional requirements would require expensive multiple dust wipe tests through EPA
accredited labs after renovations are completed and depending on the type of renovation 
work, ensuring that the renuvation work areas (and adjacent areas) meet stringent. 
clearance standards hefore re-occupancy. We have several concerns abont this proposal, 
incl uding: 

• BPA lacks the authority under tile Toxic Substances· Control Act (TSCA) to 
impose dust wipe testing or clearance requirements on renovators; 

• BPA's proposal is inconsistent with TSCA because it eliminates the distinction 
between lead abatement activities and renovation work: 

• Clearance testing results would make contractors liable for any lead present in a 
home, even ontside renovation work areas; 

• BPA seriously underestimated the cost of compliance by basing estimates on the 
likelihood that "next generation" field test kits would be approved by· September 
2010. EPA was unable to approve any new test kit. and it is I111clear whether 
technical limitations will preclude the development of accurate and cost-effective 
test kits; 

• EPA's has failed to provide any data to justify the proposed expansion of the 
LRRP Rule 

EPA has also begun 11"" process of extending the LRRP Rule to commercial and public 
buildings through an advance notice of proposed rulemaking-even though Congress 
only granted EP A authority to issue guidelines for work practicesapplicahle to RRP 
activities. We are particularly concerned that, in TSCA, Congress directed EPA to first 
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'conduct a separate and independent study of lead paint hazards in public and commercial 
buildings before it can issue regulations for renovating and remodeling those structures. 
EPA is on record as stating that it lacks data on the lead hazards in commercial bnildings, 
but the agency is nonetheless proceeding swiftly down the regulatory path. 

In addition, BPA granted a petition from the Sierra Club, Alliance for Healthy Homes and 
the National Center for Healthy Housing and is in the process of recalibrating the 
definitions for lead in paInt and lead hazards in dust. These definitions are the very basis 
for the LRRP. Since 1993, property owners have made costly investmellts in testing their 
properties and carrying out activities based on the definition onead in paint. Changing 
this definition of lead in paint is of unproven public health value and will significantly 
increase the already expensive costs of compliance with the LRRP rule by extending the 
rule to properties tllat may now be considered as lead-free. 

In summary, we are concerned that the revisions that EPA has made and is considering 
making to the LRRP mle will create costly disincentives to ongoing repair and 
rehabilitation activities in residential, public and commercial bnildings, and hinder job 
creation in the seriously stressed construction sector without demonstrably improving the 
public health. 

Thank you for your consideration and we look forward to working with you and the 
Committee in the 112'b Congress. ' . . 

Sincerely, 

Air Conditioning Contractors of America 
Associated Builders and Contractors 
Associated General Contractors of AIllerica 
Electronic Security Association 
Hearth, Patio & Barhecue Association 
Insulation Contractors Association of AIllerica 
Manufactured Housing Institute 
National Apartment Association 
NAIOP, tlle Commercial Real Estate Development Association 
National Association of Home Builders 

. National Lumber & Building Material Dealers Association 
National Multi Housing Council 
Plumbing-Heating-Cooling Contractors~National Association 
The Real Estate Roundtable 
Vinyl Siding Iristitute 
Window & Door Manufachu'ers Association 



The Window Man 

Mr. Issa 

Thank YOII for an opportunity to explain what is happening on Moin Street. 

My Son & I have morphed Irom building homes to operating a small replacement window business. This being 
said; we survive having low overhead & the use 01 sub--contractors. The problems facing our economy have had a 

serious Impact on the housing industry as a whole. The Governments reform olthe banking system & lack of 

financing destroyed 50 to 60% of the market share In remodeling projects. 

Our local banks that stili owe tarp money cannot lend. The so-called tear11endlng Institutions would rather play In 
the global market to satisfy their bond holders. The,lr strict guide lines disqualify most homeowners Irom 

borrowing. (The average home has lost 25-60% of Its equlty.)The 2010-11 Cost vs Value report shows an extreme 

reduction In equity buildup from projects done In years past. 

Inflation has shown Its ugly head: QE2 has Improved the FEDs' bottom line but at what cost: They have raided our 
national trust fund to convert It to Treasury Bonds to swap for lorelgn currency. Because of QE2 these bonds are 

extremely discounted. 

Material cost Is going up dally; companies are charging delivery along with a fuel change. 

The replacement window/remodeling business have been Impacted by the EPA-RRP (lead containment). This 

program requires that anyone who owns rental property or does home Improvement lor hlre- must be certified for 

testing and removal of lead In properties older than 1978. This EPA regulation has Impacted/deterred 
homeowners from moving forward on doing Improvements due to the added cost ol@ 15%. This does not 

account for training, processing & record keeping - that must be retained for lile. 

Today, customer Inquiries are down significantly Irom year to date. 

The 2010- $1500.00 energy tax credit did stimUlate business for the home Improvement Industry. 

Labor- Unemployment has been higher In this Industry than the national average. I would love to have an In house 

staff to oversee the book-keeping and Installation activities. We have advertized/listed employment opportunities 

many times without success. Candidates that Inquire are complacent with the benefits received from 

unemployment. The 99iweeks of entitlements' has seduced them Into a SOCialist state. They expect the 

government to continue extensions. 

My thoughts: Make it mandatory lor the unemployed; to give Bhrs 01 community service to a State or City 

operation per-pay week. Olfer employers hiring opportunltles-@ min,wage for six months, for training/probation; 
continue to supplement Candidates with unemployment for said period. Wave or abolish Obama-care. 

In closing: The government Is unable to connect with the smallest of businesses. The Mom & Pops;Father& Son 

operations are truly the backbone of the community and nation I 

Thanks 

Tom Rowe 



Wise Natll1'lll Resources 

Dear Friend, 

The westel'll U.S. is steeped in the history of mining and as emly as 1850; miners found gold in 
Southwestern Oregon, followed by discoveries in Eastern Oregon, along the Cascade Range, and 
the Oregon Coast. Miners opened up the Oregon territories and settled throughout Oregon and 
brought their families to live in our beantiful land where they settled down and raised their 
families. 

To this day a small core of hard working small·scale miners continue to raise their fal'llilies 
throughout Oregon. Some depend solely on their income from mining to take cnre oftheit· 
t\lInilies needs, while others depend on what they make mining to supplement their incomes. 
Much of what is made fi'om their hmd work goes back into the small1'l1ral oommunities. The 
rm'al communities we work in depend on what we spend in these small towns to survive as much 
as We need them to supply our needs. 

I don't know if you are aware that Oregon suction dredge miners are under attack by the Oregon 
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) and the environmental who would like nothing 
better than to ban gold dredge mining in not only Oregon but other western states just as they 
succeeded in doing in California (dest.roying an industry that contributed over $60 million 
annually to CA). 

The DEQ with support fi'om USEPA is using an EPA National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System permit (NPDES) to regulate smal1"scale miners in Oregon out of existence. TIle 2010 
permit is wri!1en even more restrictive than the 200S permit we are pI'esently fighting in the 

. Oregon Supremo court. An NPDES permit is written for industries that add pollutants to the 
wate1'. The regnlation requires a system of treatment for the poUutant to bring the effluent 
discharge within Water Quality Standards within a specified mixing zone. 

Gold dredge miners only discharge dredged material already present in the waterway. There is ,io 
treatment available to reduce the turbidity (cloudiness from the dredged material) that DEQ is 
calling a pol1utant short of reducing the size ofthe dredge or not dredging in areas that have 
turbidity levels that are visible after the allowed mixing zone of 300 feet. Either of the choices 
would limit the profitability of' mining to a point that would put almost aU of Oregon miners out 
of business in a time when jobs arc not easy to come by. 

In addition there is published scientific evidence that intermittent turbidity, such as that which 
occurs during small"scale gold suction dredging, is only temporary and of short duration. The 
turbidity causes no harm to the environment 01' its inhabitants. Retired US EPA scientists are 
aiding the mining community by reviewing tbe scientHic literature. They have found that small" 
scale suction dredging research, that studied the effects of disturbcd bottom material and the 
"esulting tUl'bidity,.has concluded that the effects on water quality and stream biota me less than 
significant. 

DEQ's choice to use of turbidity as a pollutant of concern and their refusal to take into account 
the economic and social factors important to Oregon minersand the rural communities in which 
we live. has to'1"ced us to take DEQ to court. The outcome of this litigation will affect all future 
small"scale placer gold mining and prospecting (from simple gold panning to modern suction 
dredge mining) throughout Oregon (and possibly other states). Put bluntly, it ·i8 the living 



heritage of the individual gold miner in Oregon that is at stake - If we loose, mining in Oregon 
will go the way of the timber industry. 

Our having to fight multiple court cas~ against DEQ simultaneously results in our running Ollt of 
funds as fast as they oome in. Eastern Ol'egon Mining Association (EOMA) located in Baker 
City, Oregon and Waldo Mining District (WMD) located In Cave Junction, Oregon is again 
taking the lead in the fight against DEQ and the environmental organizations. We have received 
money fl'om Oregon, Was~ington and CaJifomla mining olubs to fund our fight so faJ' but it isn't 
enough so we have to resort to drawings to hopefully fund our fight. 

The DEQ receive our tax dollars to fight us in court and they also receive funds from the USEPA 
for every NPDES permit they sale to miners. The environmental NGO's fighting for standing to 
put us out of business are getting government grants that they may be usingto pay their expenses. 
Doesn't seem fair to me that gold dredge miners have to litigate to keep the industry economically 
profitable putting out more of their hard earned cash tbey need to raise their families while NGO's 
use more of our tax oollars to keep them in business to continuously badger our industry. We 
need your help. 

The fight is primarily over our right to mine on Federal land where the mining law of 1872 gives 
mining rights to small scale miners working In the public domain and is considered necessary to 
our national security. I have been discussing the fight going on in Oregon but it is also happening 
inmailY other western states pushed not only by some of the same NGO's. and state agencies but . 
also federal agencies. As miner's rights are infringed upon in one state other states jump On the 
ban wagon to limit miners rights in an<Jther biate. The state of California for example banned . 
suction dredging last year because the CDFG did not do the' job required by a court order to do 
and EIR on effects of small scale gold dredging after being sued· by the Karuk Tribe of California 
and environmental NGO's. . 

More information regarding our rights to mine fOI' locatable minerals in tbe public domain and 
what state and federal officials ate doing to limit our economic profitability can be found at 
www.waldminingdistric.org and www.eoma.org. 

Thank you for any help you can give to support our Federal mining, 

your friend, 
Claudia Wise 

Albany, VJ',,,llll 



Deal' Congressman Issa: 

SUBJECT: NEW JOBS, BRING ITIII 

Greetings from Southern California!!! 

Congratulations on your recent Committee Chair appointment. I am thrllled along with mlllions of Americans that 
you wi II now get the support and help of the new Republican House majority In enacting laws that will stop our 
country from spiraling out of contro!' Thank you also for taking the initiative in Cleating this website. I am sure it 
will garner an overwhelming response from smali business owners that have come up with so many innovative 
ideas that can help put millions of unemployed Americans back to work again. 

I have one such idea for a bill. This proposed bili would generate NEW PRIVATE INDUSTRY JOBS - and lots 
of them. It would systematically create these new jobs In the neal', mid and long term. These new jobs will not 
only be created in California but in all fifty states as well. 

Since this proposed bill wiii involve the federal workforce it must undergo the legislative process by Congress. 
Your role and influence on the Oversight and Government Reform Committee would be crucial in implementing a 
plan that would put primarily, "NEW" white collar jobs back on the market. It would offer the federal 
government an active partnership role in creating new private industry jobs along with industry instead of one that 
is perceived as passive or obstructive. 

This proposed bill will not grow the size of the federal government or become another tax burden fOl' American 
taxpayers. The strategy we have developed is an incremental approach that would start with the federal workforce 
and quickly spread to other major segments of the population; ali the whilo - oreating new printe industry Jobs. 

In keeping with protocol, many attempts were made to discuss this matter with my U.S. Representative for District 
47 - Loretta Sanchez and U.S. Senators Dianne Feinstein and Barbara Boxer. I was not able to make much 
headway. It is understandable how a significant 'jobs" bill such as this one could be ovel'iooked and 
underestimated since it is not being pushed by powerful lobby groups or big labor unions. I am hoping the same 
will not happen here. 

Given the chance to discuss this matter with you, I am confident that you will find this proposed bill to be 
profoundly simple, ingenious and timely. 

Thank you for yoUI' service and great leadership role in the Congress. May God's favor be upon you as you 
endeavor to fight on behalf of the family, church and our great Nation. 

I look forward to hearing fi'OlTI you soon. 

RESPEcffiULL Y, 

lsi Meld Masaniai 
••• IIII!iI! .' ." .. ..' "., • I .. 

Santa Ana; C"'A m~,!/· . 

-===--



H20 Montrose AYenue 

St. Loui~ MO 63104.~ US , 
phone 888-772·4789 

fID< 888-7'12-4789 

www.bercojnc.com 

Established in 1969, Berco Industries is a second generation 
manufacturer located in SI. Louis, MissourI. Like all manufacturers, 
we have a multitude of rules and regulations that must be adhered 
to on a daily basis. Some of these regulations are necessary evils 
of doing business while others are just evils. Below are the rules 
and regulations that leave us with a less than desirable taste in our 
mouth. . . 

OSHA 
1. Inconsistency among inspectors has required us to make 

several modifications to the same part on the same machine 
on more than one occasion. We have spent man-hours and 
thousands of dollars to change a part to only be lold by 
another inspector that the change wasn't correct or 
necessary in the first place. 

2. Paperwork and record keeping that is required to be 
maintained on a monthly basis is tedious and time' 
consuming. 

Department of Homeland Security 
1. For 1-9 verification, we must do constant testing to cover. 

changes in the procedures. 

2. Paperwork and record keeping that is required to be 
maintained. is tedious and time consuming. 

Department of Health and Human Services 
1. Due to HIPPA, it makes it difficult to assist our employees 

with claim issues and questions. 

2. Paperwork and record keeping regarding notifications of 
employee rights is also tedious and time consuming. 
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Department of Labor 
1. COBRA requires an exorbitant amount of paperwork. With 

all of the changes and extensions, notifications have become 
such a nuisance. 

2. ERISA rules are so complex that companies have to hire 
outside consultants to manage their 401 (k) and profit sharing 
plans. In some instances, the costs deter companies frorn 
offering this benefi!. 

3. FSLA require small companies like ours to hire a dedicated 
HR professional just to keep track of all of the laws and 
updates. 

4. FMLA is another law that requires small companies like ours 
to incur burdens of having to hire temporary workers 
because of the extended time off we are required to. give 
workers. 

National Labor Relations Board 
1. While the NLRB is supposed to be unbiased and 

independent, most companies like ours feel that this is not 
the case. They have become very pro-union and do not 
support the rights of employers. 

2. The NLRB's proposed rule of posting a notice to increase 
knowledge of the NLRA among employees is just another 
way to try and force unionization. 

3. Unioniza!i.on for companies like ours causes increased costs 
in areas like business insurance and health Insurance that 
are required to be covered by the employer. 
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4. Unionization also requires excessive amounts of paperwork 
that has to be submitted to the NLRB on a regular basis. 

This list is not considered all inclusive but represents just a 
sample of the red tape we deal with on a daily basis. Thank 
you for the opportunity to provide this information.· We are 
hopeful that someone will take control of our government and 
make the United States a better place to do business. 
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THE HANDLEBAR 
304 E. Stone Ave, Greenville SC 29609 

www.handlebar-online.com 864233 6173 fax: 8643490144 

February 7, 2011 

Broadcast Music Inc. (BMI) is one of three Performing Rights 

Organizations (PROs) that, under the outdated and harmful Copyright 
Act of 1976, has the Congressional mandate to operate as thugs that 
shakedown businesses. 

A couple of years ago, BMI settled a $40,000 lawsuit against our 

company, Handlebar Enterprises Inc., thanks to intervention from our 
Congressman (then-Rep. Bob Inglis, R-SC). BMI, as part of the 
settlement, forced me to sign a $5,000 judgment 'against myself, in 

addition to a $5,000 judgment on my business, in addition to the 
$5,000 yearly license fee our company is also being forced to pay. 

(On top of our annual licensing fees for ASCAP (American Society of 

Composers, Artists, Producers) and SESAC.( for "just" $1,500 each -
rates that go up each and every year.) 

Every year, all three PROs litigate hundreds of lawsuits against small 

business -- and levy "taxes" on those same businesses -- that use 
music at their businesses. 

In May 2005, the Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet and 

Intellectual Property heard the Rich White Guys who run the PROs 
tell the Committee what a great job the PROs are doing upholding the 
copyright law and protecting their members. First, a vast portion of 
their members aren't getting served; second, the PROs have become 



even more aggressive, hostile, thuggish, harassing and threatening to 

small businesses, and, third, hearing from PROs, and not the small 
businesses they are shaking down, is sort of like getting testimony 
from Big Oil to ask how things are going for their customers after 
Hurricane Katrina. 

Ask Neville Pereira, owner of the Capitol Grille, in Concord, New 
Hampshire, who was sued by BMI for $44,000 for playing CDs in his 

i60-seat restaurant. Ask Barry Pol.lack in Willis, Texas, whom BMI 
sued for a small fortune. He has singer/songwriters coming to his 

. rescue, holding a fund-raiser to pay his BMI fees, but, according to an 

Internet story about Barry's ordeal: 

The money, however, doesn't necessarily go to the local artists playing 
original music. It is distributed based on random sampling done by BMI, 
according to its (own) Website: 

"8MI uses an independent source of pop concert information to create a 
database which is used to solicit concert set lists. We compile these 
responses and determine semi-annually which musical acts were among the 
200 top··grossing tours. A royalty payment is calculated for each BMI
licensed work used in the opening and headliner's acts in each of these top 
musical tour set lists." 

Whatever all that means ... 

So, Congressman Iss~: How can a $5,000 judgment against me 
possibly help BMI, the songwriters BMI allegedly serve or the ones I 

hire in my concert venue, ThE:! Handlebar? How do these relentless 

lawsuits (more than 300 a year from BMI alone) serve the country? 

How can BMI and ASCAP, allegedlynot-for-profit organizations, earn 
$3 billion last year, without anyone watching over them? 

Congressmen have heard from the PROs. Now hear from Neville 
Pereira, Barry Pollack and Mike and Margaret at the Acoustic Coffee, 
a tiny home for struggling songwriters in Portland, Maine, who also 

got slammed by BMI. 



Help. That's all we ask. Help, before Our small businesses 'get wiped 
out by huge-money machines that Congress inadvertently loosed on 
this nation. . 

Many of us across the country are frightened of them. Many of the 

small businesses I talked to, because of interest in the story from 
TIME magazine, said they are and have been intimidated by BMI, . 

threatened with our very livelihoods. Me, my credit is about to be 

deStroyed. 

I would be happy to discuss this at your convenience in more detail. 

Best regards, 

John Jeter 



ZOll a bad year for Charter for Hire Fishermen 

At the heart of Catch Shares debate is Dr. Lubchenco's administer of 
NOAA a former Environmental ~efense Fund board member. Catch 
shares will eliminate jobs, cause family's to lose their homes, While a 
handful of stake holders will benefit and have the majority the total 
allowable catch? At a time when the National debt continues to rise 
at a staggering pace why would the Federal government want the 
fishing industry as a whole Including Recreational, For Hire 
Charter/Head Boats & Commercial fishermen to lose their jobs. 5.5 
Billion dollars are spent on recreational fishing ilt the state of Florida 
each year quite a large tax base. 

ADVERTISEMENT: 

CITIZENS OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ARE YOU A TAXPAYER? 
DO YOU EAT SEAFOOD? 
DO YOU EVER GO FISHING? 
DO YOU BELIEVE THAT YOU HAVE THE RIGHT 
TO GO FISHING? 
If you answered yes to any of the above questions you 

have a problem! 
The problem is something called CATCH SHARES. 
CATCH SHARES is a concept that grants exclusive 
rights to harvest fish to particul'ar entities. 
CATCH SHARES is a concept that has been promoted 
for years by the Environmental Defense Fund and is now 
being put In place by NOAA/National Marine Fisheries. 
CATCH SHARES have been used around the world for 
30 yrs. Where used they have reduced the fishing 
fleets by 30% to 60%. 
NOAA/National Marine Fisheries Services and the 
Environmental Defense Fund want Catch Shares. The 
plan was Officially released to the publiC on November 4.2010 
CATCH SHARES will: 
1) Reduce coastal business and 
tax collections. 
2) Reduce the amount of locally 
harvested seafood., 
3), Devastate the charter/head boat industry. 
4) Legally establish the framework for a very few to OWII the exclusive right to catch 

fish. 



CATCH SHARES is not about conservation! 
CATCH SHARES is only about allocation! 

"The last thing the federal government should be 
doing In these economic times Is spending mlllions of taxpayer dollars to expand a 
policy 
that will put even more Americans out of work." 

T he President said in his recent state of the Union that if making 
changes in legislation would make a difference In helping small 
businesses, 'we' will change them. I believe the exact quote· was,' 
When we find rules that put unnecessary burdens on small business, 
we will change them." The Reauthorization of the Magnuson-Stevens 
Act of 2007 is our 'unnecessary burden'. We have had our hands tied 
by NOAA & NMFS whom have imposed over restrictive regulations, 
season and area closures with using "FLAWED DATA" 

** "With the RAMS A, Congress mandated NMFS to have a neW data 
collection system in place by 1-1-2008 to date. no such system has 
been Implemented/ 

We need flexibility in the Reauthorization of the Magnuson-Stevens 
Act of 2007. What we have proposed in the past is below. There are 
thousands of Jobs and hundreds of businesses at stake as NOAA 
fisheries works through all the different Regions, pushing catch 
shares, sector separation, and other items on their agenda all to 
'reduce participation In the fishery~ 
We need flexibility so that the fisheries can rebuild ata slower pace 
and businesses and jobs related to the fishing industry and tourism 
wili not be lost in the process of rebuilding. 
You could re-introduce the Pallone bill HR-1584 and the Shumer bill s-
1255 [Dr similar legislation} with language below added that will allow 
the fishing industry to get back to work. The amendment proposed by 
the Panama City Boatman Assoc. and Conservation Cooperative of 
Gulf Fishermen is: 



NOl'witltsta"ding any other protlisiol1 of la.w, the I'eefftsh fiB/reries l>r the Gill/of Mexico Imd 
SImI-I! Atllmtic .h •. 11 ttot be required til be re(11IUt, a .. nd over-fishing .tlded, by a specific date 
,,.,.011/ded tlrat the a"""alle'(lcl ~ffishjTlg does /lot exceed the netr"I>rodllctiOttrate fOI' that 
ttshery sitch tltat the fishery is rebuilding each year. If tile objective set fOl'th in tltis section is 
not mt!tfor any of tile Gu.lf of Mexico "lid SOl/tit AtlanN.c 1'<4' fish fisheries il1 OttC year; tile 
SecmtalY of Commerce shall adjust the fishing rate in alat specific fishery i" sII/Is"quellt· years 
to compensate for any 01!erage. 

stop Sector Separation and Catch Shares in the U.S. Recreational 
Fishery. The current NOAA budget has $52 Million allocated to 
promoting catch shares in the U.S. fisheries •. Funding in the budget for 
new research has been reduced. We ask that you request these catch 
share funds be re-allocated to improve data research and annual stock 
assessments, specifically in the Gulf of Mexico and the South Atlantic 
Fishery. 



Ibelleve that forthe United States to have plentiful Jobs we need to decrease government In all 
. departments that overlap each other to the fact that the departments argue between themselves and 
keep all the secrets to themselves to create the bureaucracy and cost money from all employees and 
employers. 

We need to create jobs for the USA to export internationally arid stop Importing or at least have a n 
even balance between Importing and expo rti ng. Ta riff at the borders of all Incoming Imports, to create' 
revenue for our bureaucrats. 

Stop all Illegal aliens from the barter system and start collecting the sales taxes and Income taxes that 
they do not pay. 

The United States needs to get tough and stop the bellyaching and stop being the good guy and buying 
friends In the other parts of the world. 

Decrease Government by 30% and eliminate all new Department that has being formed since 1995. 



What is putting us out of business Is the U.S.'Congressglvlng Insurance companies and PBM's the sole 
right to set the prices that they will pay'. There Is no negotiation - their way or the highway. 

They reserve the right to change agreements unilaterally and with the help of the government, to 
redefine base figures (AWP - average wholesale price, MAC- maximum allowable cost, AMP, etc.) 
always to our detriment. 

We are struggling with prescription filling fees of $ .50, $1.25, $1.40, etc: above cost and are forced to fill 
several prescription a day below our true acquisition cost - often costing us $15-$20 in time to try to 
retrieve $3 or $4 to bring Rxs above acquisition costs. 

We are made to fill prescriptions costing us $500 - $1000 at one or 2 dollars upcharge. Many, many 
prescriptions are filled at gross margins of 2-5% with brand name prescriptions yielding about 10% 
above acquisition cost, without figuring In many costs of doing business (such as filling'an RX for 90 of a 
seldom used drug costing $500 - our net cost being $450 for $453, leaving us with an obsolescence 
factor of $47 not covered, likely to go outdated and lose us another $15 or so In outdate credits. 

You cannot run an independent business where you have no control over your costs and your 
reimbursements and we are being forced to 'throw in the towel" and put another 12 people out of 
work. ' 

E. Darrell Rafferty,R.Ph. 

Battle Ground Pharmacy 

Battle Ground, WA 98604 



How to Eliminate Poverty, Taxation, and Budget Deficits 

Eliminating poverty, taxation, and budget deficits sOlmds good, but how can it be done? 
As a nation, we have spent years attempting to solve these problems, but we are no 
further ahead than we wefe ten, twenty, 01' fifty years ago. So what's the answer? 

If an individual or an organization aspires to move from poverty to wealth, then the 
acclllnulation of-assets is necessary. Assets are what sepaTate the wealthy from the poor. 
The working poor mal<e too little money and/or make poor financial decisions that result 
in being unable to obtain assets. They live from paycheck to paycheck--money in and 
money out. Every cent they make is spent meeting basic survival needs. No one has ever 
been able to "spend" his/her way to wealth. Wealth is achieved only through savings and 
accwnulation of assets. 

TI1is same scenario applies to both private and public non-profit agencies. Non-profits 
administer grants to help poor and low income to become self-sufficient (see CSBG 
regulations - Title II, Subtitle B, Sec. 672). Throughout the better part of the 20th century 
and now into this century, the ultimate goal of every grant was and is to eventually make 
the poor and low income self-sufficient. But the results are discouraging, because there is 
a basic problem with this scenario. That is, how can a poor non-profit make poor people 
self-sufficient when the non-profit is not, nor does it know how to he, self-sufficient? 
Additionally, the employees ofthe non-profit often are working poor themselves. Again, 
the question is, how can poor non-profit employees make poor clients self-sufficient? 

Tbis approach has failed, as evidenced by the many years this process has been in 
operation. Therefore, I contend that we change the focus from making the clients self
sufficient to first malting the non-profits self-sufficient, then the staff, and eventually the 
clients. The organization, staff, and clients are the natural order for selt:sufficiency. 

A financially sound ,md self-suffi.cient organization will set an example for the poor 
. employees and for clients. An organization that accumulates assets and does not live 
from paycheck to paycheck--money in and money out--will set an exmnple of how to be 
self-sufficient. Additionally, the employees und the clients will begin learning and 
understanding self-sufficiency as they see the organization becoming self-sufficient. 

So how do we make non-profits self-sufficient? I believe that foundations have found the 
key. 'TIle Duke Endowment, located in North Carolina, is an example of a foundation that 
I will use to make my point. Jmnes B. Duke set up the Duke Endowment in 1924 with 40 
million dollars to be used for charity. However, lmowing that ifhe clid not institute some 
controls, the money would soon disappear, he set up an investment policy and a spending 



policy, The investmerrt policy allowed the money tD be invested in the stock market. The 
spending pDlicy was the key--it dictated that the principal .01' corpus would never be 

. touched, The only amount that ceuld by spent was five percent (5%) ruulUaJly of the total 
fund, The five percent istied to the stock mru'lcet in that, .over time, the market will return 
teri percent (10%), Thus, five percent ceuld be used to fund progrruns, while the 
additional five percent was retained t.o grow the principal 01' corpus, This was so 
successful that as .of December 2000 the fund was worth approximately 3 billion dollru's 
and it had given approximately 1.5 billion in grants and programs! 

H.ow d.o we apply the Duke Foundation example to non-profits that depend on grants 
. from federal, state, and local sources? It is essential that Congress take a strong look at 
how important it is to build semething of value, Current funding guidelines require 
spending every dime in the budget or returning the surplus to the funding source, always 
relying on the taxpayer for the funds te run oUT gevernments and non-profits, 

Therefore, I propose that CDngress mandate that every grantee receiving fedeml funds be 
required tD establish a trust .or endowment (similar tD the Dilke EndDwment) with ten 
percent off the tDP .of each grrult. This endDwment would be used to make the nDn-profit 
self-sufficient over a period of time, such as thirtY,years, The grantee would establish a 
spending pelicyjust like the Duke policy, As this fund grows, it wDuld eventually 
eliminate the need fDr tak-SuPPDrted grants thus making the organization self-sufficient, 

MDnitoring wDuld be relatively easy, in that if the fund is not growing in order to make 
the .organization nou reliant on taxpayer dDllars, then the fund is nDt being managed 
appropriately, That organization wDuld not be allowed to ad,minister any future grants 
until the situation was corrected, 

If Congress is hesitant about this concept acrDSS the board, then I would suggest some 
pilot projects with a number of federal grantees tD see hDW well it would work, I run 
confident that the results wDuld be astenishing! . 

The Duke Endowment concept could apply to federal, state, and local govermnents as 
well. If each govel'11ment wDuld put back ten percent (10%) of the total budget, with the 
intention .of being. self-sufficient in thirty years or so, this could eventually eliminate Dr 
substantially reduce the need fDr taxes, ND taxes .or greatly reduced taxes wDuld have a 
very positive impact on eliminating pDverty, taxation, ruld budget deficits, 

After working 33 years innon-profil financial management, I have found .one particular 
fixleral and state requirement that is having a very negative impact on the econ.omic future 
.of our nation, That requirement is the .one where all grant dollars must be spent 
during the budget YCllr and IIny dollars left over must be returned to the grantor, 
Thus, almost all non-profits, both public and private, will spend my left over grru1t 
dollars .on items they dD not need, 'TIley do this'in order tD keep from IDDking bad ruld 
lopsing thDse dDlIars from next year's gnmt. By adepting the Duke Endowment cDncept, 
we would be changing the fDCUS from spending to savings, Thus, grantees would be 
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required to have funds left over. This would create a savings mentality as opposed to a 
spending mentality. Grantees would be looking for savings to become self-sufficient 
rather than spending in order to keep from sending unspent funds back to Grantors. 

Adclitionally, by putting all this money into the stock market, would cause the market to 
soar. This money would provide an underpinning for the stock market. With a spending 
policy the principal would never be tal{en out of the market. 'Only five percent anmlally 
would be available for spencling. This would lead to increasing capital gains that would 
accelerate the process of self-sufficiency. 

Again, self-sufficiency requires accumulation of assets. That is the key to eliminating 
poverty, taxes, and budget deficits. Asa nation with mUltiple levels of government, we 
must stop living from paycheck to paycheck, just as we expect our poor clients to do. But 
the government should set the example. We must staIi building something of value that 
will eliminate or at least dramatically reduce poverty, taxes, and budget deficits. We 
must stop spending everything, including deficit spending. As noted above, no one has ' 

. ever been able to spend his/her. way into wealth. What we have been doing clearly is not 
working, and it's time to take a diffel'ent approach toward achieving personal, 
organizational, and goverl'l1nental self-sufficiency. 

Please give feedback and comments. All feedback will be greatly appreciated and will be 
used to further enhance the above idea. If you need additional information or want to 
discuss the above paper, please contact me. 

Ronnie L. Mace, Finance Director 
Blue Ridge CommUllity Action, Inc. 
800 North Green Street 
Morganton, NC 28655 
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Congressman Jordan, 

We started this company In 1997 with one man and a backhoe. Thanks to the hard work of our 

dedicated employees and determination of our man~gement our small company has grown to be a 
force In the construction market in the Northwest Ohio area. Since this companies cre'atlon the amount 

of Government paperwork and requirements has sl<yrocketed to a ridiculous level. From the 

department of Administrative services to EEO Filings to keeping up with minority and DBE percentages 
on all of our government Jobs. Making sure we are doing things correctly according to the state of Ohio 
has become a full time job for someone and I do not believe that this Is the type of job creation we 
should be focusing on. 

So much has changed In the bidding process forour company and new rules are just enforced with no 

education to go along with them. We bid a project back late 2009 for the village of Malinta In Ohio and 
, , 

because we did not fill the 6100- form out correctiy they gave the job to another contracior. THIS was a 

3.5 million dollar project that was thrown out over a paperwork issue. It should have never happened. 
We were the low bid and they gave It to another contractor and because of that It cost the taxpayers 
and government approximately 300K more. Its not right. 

The minority Issue Is a real problem for us I do not knowlf you are aware but that fact is we live in a 

Ilredomln'ately white area. As a matter of fact Findlay's population is 94.26% white. It is not that we are 
not hiring difference races it's because different races are just not applying here. As far as hiring women 

they are not beating our door down either. We applied for our Certificate of Compliance and they 
issued It to us based on Deemed Compliance? This means that they feel we have not demonstrated 

good faith efforts when hiring employees. When I asked why the lady althe Ohio DAS she said we did 
not have enough minorit'les on our projects I told her that understood this but what was I to do about it 
if minorities are not applying here and she said that because we are a union employer we need to ask 

the Uliion to send us minorities I told her that when we get someone from the union hall they send us 
the next person on the list and she said that we need to tell them we want a minority. Ok I get that but I 

feel bad for the poor chap that wa~ supposed to go out next. It's not right. No one should ever be hired 

or fired because of their race regardless of their race. Ever. 

Health Care? 00 I need to say anymore? We signed our renewal In May of 201.0 in November of 2010 
our specific brand was dropped by the carrier. The reason? They couldn't afford it anymore. We had to 

go shopping for insurance and we are now almost paying double what We Were. How Is this helping any 

business I ask you? It Is Just madness. 

The EPA and its regulations have been put Into place by people who are 'bent on saving the 

environment. They have come up with many costly rules and regulations and as contractors we are 
ciwrged with following them. I ask you who traells these regulations are they reaily helping? Is the 
environment showing Improvement? 0 r is It ali for show? It takes time, money and energy to implement 
these reglJlations and ultimately I do not know If they have helped anything or have they just cost ' 
everyone Involved in the implementation. 

Government and unions should not be in bed together. Enough said. 



I want Government to start treating business like the driving force it is in this country. We are what 
keeps this country going. Quit burdening us with endless forms and policies and red tape that does 

nothing but create Jobs at the government level and cost the tax payers money. Thank you for listening. 

Sincerely, 

Ame Johnson 

Helms & Sons Excavating Inc. 

P.S. Looking forward to the Ohio sales tax audit at the end of April. 



Medicaid has declared that Mental Health services are "optional". In doing this, It paves the way for 
States to cut, from their embattled budgets, the costs associated with providing mental health care to 
their 'citizenry. In NC the average cost of a psychiatric care in a hospital setting is $1,400 dollars. Prison 
beds go for approximately $351(-$401( annually or $96/day. Clearly a cost savings, however, not the most 

appropriate place for persons with psychiatric conditions. NC has a better answer, Clubhouses of which 
there are,seven. This model only costs approximately $70/day to provide productive, structured "work

ordered" days to adults with severe mental illness. 

Please consider changing the language In Medicaid such that mental health treatment and services are 

not considered optional, but necessary, for the citizens of the US to experience true freedom from 
oppression: Oppression In the form of wrongful Imprisonment. 

Most sincerely, 

Irene Dwinnell 



To Whom it May Concern, 

SKIPPER 
T & D Charters 

632 Michelle Dr, Biloxi, MS 39532-4500 
. Phone, (228) 385-2910 

Fax: (228) 385-2085 
Cell, (228) 323-5835 

Website, www •• kipper4fish.com 
Eman, tdcha,'t@belisouth,llet 

February 4, 2011 

I started my business in 1985, after retiring from the United States Air Force after 26 years. TIle 
Pressure from Washington and the rules they are making has put us on the brink of closing down 

. our very successful business, that now my son would love to take over, ifthere will be anything 
left of the Charter for hire sector to fish for with any possibility of a profit, 

This is another one of those issues that will really put a HUGE loss in fisherman and families who 
have work this for all their lives. ' 
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Sincetely, 

Signed 

Thomas J. Beckel', Captain and owner 

T & D Charters 



A short and simple run down of facts: 

FDA loses In court to make electric cigarettes a drug delivery device, court rules they should be treated 

as tobacco product. 

The FDAseized a shipment of my company's products on 01/11/2010 (value over $100,000.00) without 
any reason given in writing. 

FDA Safety Officer Dennis Poertner (909-390-7860.xl04) told me I would receive a letter from the FDA 

to explain the seizure, I have not received a letter to date 2/02/2011. 

Poertner told me that the FDA did' not care what the courts ruled, they (the FDA) considered this a drug 

delivery device and the selzure& will continue regardless of any court ruling other than the Supreme 

Court. 

US Court of appeals ruled on 01/24/2011 against FDA for r~hearing and refuses to reinstate stay of 

preliminary injunction for FDA to refuse entryof electriC Cigarettes. 

Customs in San Francisco is currently refusing entry to more of my company's products that were' 

delivered to customs 01/30/2011. 

Reason for detainment Is FDA refuses entry based on their beliefs of drug delivery device and NOT the 

law. 

I have now spent over $20,000.00 on shipping and return shipping In the last month. 

Our business has lost over $100,000.00 in sales due to the corrupt FDA and their belief that they are 

above the courts and the law. 

Sincerely, 

Ron MacDonald 

President 

Crown7 



weiland· 
Sliding Doors and Windows, Inc, 

february 3, 2011 

Darrell E. Issa 
49th District, California 
Washington Office 

Dear Mr. I ssa, 

I am writing in response to a letter we received dated Jan 20, 2011. We are a family 
owned business which begun out of a garage over 25 years ago in San Diego county . 

. Our company has grown to 70 people dedicated to getting better every day and we 
build beautiful doors and windows to show for itl 

We appreciate your efforts on behalf of the business community, especially small 
businesses like ours. We don't need to tell you that our obstacles are high taxes, 
strenuous regulations for OSHA compliance, and payroll and labor paperwork. In 
addition, we even have difficulties with the Fish & Game who block our request to have 
adequate annual maintenance ofthe creekbed along our property lirie, preventing our 
business (and others) from being flooded each yearl We also struggle as a small door 
and window company trying to keep up with the new energy requirements. It takes 
great investment to test each door for energy performance and to re-design some of 
them to meet the ever increaSing code requirements. We are slowly losing markets to 
the narrowing codes. 

Please help usl We love what we do, we love our product and want to continue to . 
provide a healthy and happy work place .. 

Sue Weiland 

Weiland Sliding Doors and Windows, Inc. 
2601 Il1dllstry Street. Oceanside, CallfornlR 92064 

Office: 760,722.6828· Faoshnllo; 760.722.4810· www.wellandslldlngqoors.com 



To Whom This May Concern, I am a commercial fisherman of the 
Northeast. The Dept. of Commerce, NOAA and NMFS has allowed the 
ENGOs (Pew/EDF/OceanalCLF/Moore Foundation/Walton 
FoundationlPackard ... et al) to hijack our natural resources and the Laws that 
govern them so that they may privatize our publicly held fish to the tune of 
$54 million to manage the process with taxpayer dollars while killing 
thousands of jobs UNNECESSARlLY! Their own Head Scientist at NOAA's ' 
Woods Hole--Steve Murawski, has declared that there is absolutely 'no over 
fishing going on in the USA'! Yet they keep pressing this fatally flawed 
message to the general public---as the ENGOs own media---and thereby 
getting away with this Crimel We have 'shovel ready' jobs and Jane 
Lubechenco (Head of NOAA) intends on eliminating them by the 
thousands--not just in the northeast, but Nationwide while using our own tax 
dollars to do it! It is Pathetic. She came into the appointment after President 
Obama won the presidency and she came in with 111e intention of shoving 
'Catch Shares (a sordid method of allocating our fish to a chosen few with 
faulty data to do it) down every fishermen's throats . 
(commercial/recreational/charter) as a former EDF vice president. She is 
Incompetent and agenda driven. The oro has found that NOAA has 
blatantly abused the power ofthe Office of Law Enforcement (to the tune of 
96 million dollars from fishermen nationwide in a 4 Yz yrs span of time! 
Utilized for the puchase ofluxury yachts, worldwide trips and 202 cars. 
purchased for 172 officers!! Just to name a few things). The stakeholders 
(fishermen) were denied a 'referendum' vote on this quota scheme (which is 
NOT a tool of conservation as it is presented, but rather a tool of economics) 
since the referendum was known to produce an outcome that was 'counter' 
to Catch Shares. Billions of taxpayer dollars are being wastefully spent to 
manipulate and misrepresent what is going on in the fisheries! The ENGOs 
have infiltrated NOAA/NMFS and our Councils to the point that this is just 
a Farce I A Farce that will cost the American People heavily and 
Unnecessarily! Please Help us stop this madness. 
One simple and of no cost fix is to change the Magnuson Stevens Law as it 
was reauthorized in 2006-0}, to require the flsh stocks to be rebuilt utilizing 
a 'Positive Trajectory' instead of an Arbitrary and inflexible table of 10 yrs I 
This was input by the ENGOs and it has to go! Nowhere in the world is such 
a table ofrebnild used. 
Thank You, 
Amanda & Chris Odlin 
F IV Lydia & Maya 
FIV Be1hany Jean 



Hello, 

As a small business owner, nothing is .easy when It comes to dealing with government agenoies, 
I operate a Charter Fishing business on Florida's east coast offering offshore oharter flshing,Though 
I·flsh exclusivly in Federal waters, I stili must provide a State Fishing License $$$, along with federal 
Fishing Permits, and Identity Caed $$$, I must have a USCG Captains License$$$ and Homeland 
Security TWICcard$$$, Add insurance, corporate tax information for local and state and this becomes 

, both time consuming and costly, 

As frustrating as dealing with all the "Red Tape" associated with operating a small business is, It 
pales in comparison to what NOAA and Its Fishery Management Councils are doing In this field 
right now, Despite having to pay for permits for the "right" to fish In Federal Waters each year, each 
year brings more regulations, more restrictions, and mu,ch less oppurtunlty to operate a business at 
a "break even" level, let alone grow it, 

There Is a well docoumented agenda within the fisheries management, headed by Jane. Lubchenco 
to Install a National Catch Share Program to both Commercial, Charter and Recreational sectors, 
She helped form this program when she was a board member for EDF (Envlormental Defense Fund), 
She had to resign from that position to accept the NOAA position, however, the program Is now on a 
fast track to be Implemented In the fishing Industry, despite the overwhelming opposition by the 
fishng community, The Catch Shares policy does NOTHING for fish stocks (that Is managed with 
bag limits, sizes, seasons), Catch Shares ONLY dictates WHO CAN and CANNOT fishl Under this 
program, the catch limits would be the same, but MANY anglers, from commercial to recreational 
would be locked out of fishing, This is already happening in some regions of the couDtry: 

Leading up to this Catch Shares policy widespread implemtatlon is an unprecldented wave of closures 
the IIke.s of that have not been seen before, Despite Scientific data showing a positive growth of many 
fish stocks, closures continue, Although the Magnusen Stevens act Is cited as their inability to fix 
the problems, most believe that the fisheries mandate is in Itself to deal w.ith situations as they arise, 
when the MS conflicts with actual DATA. Despite an acknowledgement of growth rates of fish stocks, . 
and the devlstatlng effect that an unnecessary closure would have on coastal communities, the Fisheries 
Council's under NOAA's direction continues fun speed ahead, 

As a Charter Captain, the current economy is hard enough on business, without having to convince 
potential clients that despite an abundant fish resource, we are not allowed to keep anything we catch, 
More Charter Captains have gone under in the last 2 years than continue to operate nowl·1 am one of 
the few that Is "Holding On", Thats about it however, With the latest closure only 2 weeks away, there 
will not be much encentive for clients to go fishing, This latest closure Is of the Black Sea Bass, This 
fish is readily acknowledged as the most abundant fish In the south-east region that we fish for. With 
stricter lim~s imposed several years ago, and the major downturn in the economy, the stocks have 
had a tremendous growth, Even so, they are clOSing it, citing MS mandates, I myself will have to burn 
more gas each trip, and spend more time trying to find fish we can keep, but "Head" Boats (party boats) 
don't have that luxary, and wllll.ikely start shutting down, and laying more people off, 

Of coarse this inter-related industry Involves Bait Shops, Resturants, Boat Repair and Sales Operations, 
and many other associated services, As mentioned Growth of my business Is out of the question, I do 
have another boat that I would like to set up as Commercial, however, with the ever increasing 
restrictions 
in this field, making enough money to break even on the one boat Is taking all my effort. Its Is ·NOT about 
a lack of fish, or a deCline in fish stocks, but an ever increaclng reduction in allowable catch's, below what 
is considered sustainable, and an ever inoreaslng drive to restrict fisherman from the resource, and hand 
pick who get the permits to fish, that Is threathening to put tens of thousands of coastal residents out 
of work, This is already ocourlng across the nation, and Is well doccumented, 

Organizations like PEW and EPF, which Jane Lubchenco (NOAA Administrator) used to be affiliated with, 
are now seeing millions of dollars in grants come their way, and their agenda being fast tracked In the 



fishing industry. I would like to make my business grow, add an employee or two, and add another boat. 
Even with the economy this could be possible. The potential clients are there, and Fish stocks are in 
better 
shape than they have been in years, however, many of my guest would like to at least be able to take 
enough 
fish home for dinner, and with the direction the current NOAA administration is headed, a "Catch and 
Release" 
fishery will not sustain our industry. 

Many fishermen, recreational to commercial have made their thoughts known to the fishery councils, and 
even 
to their state representitlves, both despite an acknowledgement of the major problem that exist, nothing 
has 
been done to fix it. A Federal lawsuit was the only thing that stopped the proposed total fishing closure of 
our . 
waters at the end of 201 0, but now NOAA Is attacking and closing the individual specls one at a timel 
Despite 
the economy, the main reason my business cannot expand, is the same reason many othe~s are going 
out 
of business, and that Is the administrations policy and agenda to extabllsh a national catch shares 
program, 
with unnecessary closures being used to implement this as part of it Accountability Measure requirement 
of the MS, 

Thank You for your attention, and willingness to listen. If I can be of any other assistance or provide any 
other information, please feel free to contact me. 

Captain Henry Hauch 
ACME Ventures lie 
www.ACME-Ventures-Fishing.com 
321-794-7955 



455 E. CARMEL ST. 
SAN MARCOS, CA92078 

PH: 760-752-3030 
FAX: 760·752·3040 

www.soundproofing.org 
Email: supporl@soundproofing.orq 

January 24, 2011 

. I am just aghast at the new ocean wave of regulations 
coming from the Federal Government and the State of 
California, in addition to the thousands already in 
place. 

How am I to find the time to become proficient enough 
to negociate the pitfalls and roadblocks they entail, 
some with criminal penalties, without a mistake??? 

This uncertainty already has an impact on my 
business as I am actually considering downsizing the 
business to a more manageable size, with less 
employees and associated risk of 'regulation 
violations. ' 

William Nash 
Owner 



To whom it lllay concern 

My business Mexico Beach Chatters is being ruined by NOAA and. the NMFS. They are 
closing down business's by reducing the nUlllbers offish timt we are allowed to catch. 
This is being done to promote Marine spatial Planning(very bad for the masses-will only 
benefit a few) and catch shares(an idea that is proven not to work around the world. 

We need changes in The Magnuson Stevens Act to let the fisheries rebuild at a slower 
pace. We need NOAA and the NMFS to spend OUR money not pushing catch shiu:es, but 
on getting better data and better ways to collect data. In turn we will KNOW what shape 
our fisheries are in and can adjust the daily bag limits and seasons accordingly. 

For some reason NOAA and the NMFS are being pushed by privately ftmded groups like. 
the EDF and their many arms under differing names. These fishery closures are killing 
the tomist industry along om' coasts which is in turn lolling our faltering economy. 
Marinas, hotels,tackle shops, restaurants, not to mention charter fishing guides and the 
likes are all slowly being strangled. Please get this Marine spatial planning and the 
leaders of NOAA and NMFS to see the light-TIlEY are killing the US economy by 
unneeded closm·cs and laws. 

Thanks 
Thomas e Adams 

Port Stjoe, Fl32456 



Representative Issa, 

My experience .with prevailing wage Jobs is that although It may have good intentions It creates an 
atmosphere of cheating. It should be as simple as taking the amount that you would normally pay an 

employee and adding the difference between his or her normal wage and the prevailing wage. In the 
public sector where I add my eight percent overhead cost and no profit I am consistently outbid by 
fifteen to twenty five percent. This is a law in my opinion that tal(es honest business owners and makes 

them compromise our values just to get a Job. 

Sincerely, 

Jack Austhof 
Soble Company, Inc. 
3276 Industrial Drive 

Dutton, MI 49316 
Ph: 616.698.9800 



Mr.lssa: 

.1 want to thank you for you efforts to ease regulatory pain on the business 

industry. Government officials, generally, do not take into account the damages 

inflicted on business from regulations imposed on us. You get it. 1 not only 

applaud you for your efforts, but for. having the courage to sfand up to the rest of 

government, and fight for what is right for the people. 

I always knew that my biggest challenge in business would come frOm my 

competitors. I never thought my biggest competitor would be my own 

government. From taxes, to fees, to air pollution regulations from the EPA, it is 

a wonder how any business could thrive in this country. 

You, sir, are a breath of fresh air when It comes to politicians. 

Thank you 

Ruben Ayala 

VP /Tippy's Tow Service 

President I Riverside Community Parks Association 

President / Reid Park Advisory Team 

Board of Directors I California Riverside Ballet 



Our company'Bechtel Property Services, Inc. has been in business for 22"years. We maintain shopping 

center In the Southern California area. The complaint I have is that as a small business owner, we are o~ 
our own without help from the state of California or the Federal government, All they want Is money. 

Ok that's my complaint. What I would like to see is that the government would give larger companies 10 
employee plus companies a tax break to hire smaller companies Jil<e ours. Also the SBA is not working 
for the small businesses. We are ju'st trying to make a living. The small business needs to be qualified by 

the government. Let's face It there Is small business out there that should not be in business, because 
they don't play by the rules that a good small business needs to do. The Government should help to 
promote by marketing. Once that small business becomes a larger company It will help the small 

business. It's a domino effect. Give the small business promotions as for example. Our company could 
help shopping centers be more green, I looked into having us become an Inspector. This cost to take this 

class is $3,000.00, Too much, II<now I am being very broad, I could give more detail if I had a chance to 

talk to someone. 



Garden Isle Vacations 

• I feel there Is way too much Federal, state, County and Local regulatloh that affect the 
survival of a small business. With the Vacation Lodging Industry In HawaII, the taxes are a total of 
almost 14%, not to mention the rental car fees, price offuel. r used to pump gas for $ .27 per gl. Now, 
It Is an absurd $3.50 and climbing. Association fees for a small condo are almost the same as a house 
payment ... 
The US with NAFTA sent American business overseas and laid off American workers. So the Welfare 
goes up, so taxes go up. Greedy people screwed up the Real Estate Industry so the common home 
owners are forced Into fOreclosures and short sales, as home sales and Investments are delayed past 
normal Escrow periods, due to lenders not lending money to allow the economy to keep moving ... so, 
the people that have money to move are now holding It until government puts Its foot down and 
makes something happen. Are you happy now? 

Gerontology Home Com24panion Agency, Inc. 

• We have been In bllslness since 1986. 
Providing nursing care to seniors, quadrapleglcs, stroke, parkinson's, cancer and many other patients 
In their home. AND to this day, we are unable to secure a SBA loan to expand and open a new office 
and open a facility to transition patients to a higher level of care when they can no longer stay at 
horne. We NEED working capital and an SBA loan to establish a faclilly. 

Fruit Growers Supply Co. 

• It has taken us over 10 years and well OVer $1 mililon In expenses to do a Habitat 
Conservation Plan and hopefully get, In June of 2011, an incedental take permit from the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service and the National Marine fisheries Service. This whole process should take no 
longer than 1 year but because of NEPA and the CYA attitude of agency personal these permits are 
almost, if not Impossible, to obtain. 

AA ArchitectUl'al, Inc. 

• On all public work suspend ail regulations until unemployment drops below 6%: 
- No wage scale imposed by unions this way any subsidy will go further 
- Allow for the GC to change any subcontractor at any time If apprQved buy he owner. At present 
majors subcontractor could not be changed Structural Electrical Mechanical Plumbing. 
- Abolish affirmative action Davis Bacon act etc 

Stop the Department of Energy Imposing building efficiency standards this Is an enormous waist. Do 
you want efficient buildings than tax the energy ant use the money to pay back the debt. Tax on a 
sliding scale each year cpr plus 5% for the next 20 years 

Tax each transaction on exchanges 

Ban all credit derivatives on the United States 

Audit the F~D 

TKE Entel'prises 



• The EPA has enacted a lead safe renovation law which I happen to agree with, but only In It's 
original form. Prior to "special Interest" meddling, the law was to address any households with children 
under 6 or pregnant women, the remainder of house holds could "opt out" If that was their choice. 
That was changed to all homes built prior to 1978 with no opt out available. The requirements of the 
law does Increase my costs and consequently the cost to the consumer. The law should be enacted 
with the opt out clause, get the Sierra Club out of my life. 

Ashford Hospitality Trust 

• * Healthcare regulations - even before Obamacare, the regulations are unbelievable. For 
years, we've been trying to design plans that reward healthy behavior, only to be thwarted. 

* Americans with Disabilities Act - the original and new (2010) regulations are too much. The usage 
rate for the special ADA rooms In hotels has been estimated at 2%. This Is a huge overkill, WAY too 
much Is being provided for an extremely small portion of the population. 

* 401(k} - the regulations are far too burdensome, they prevent setting up different classes of 
employees - It's.a one size fits all program .. 

* Sarbanes Oxley - Compliance Is ridiculous and costly. Laws are too vague as well. 

• Union laws - ridiculous, complicated, and costly. We have a hotel where the employees have voted 
to get rid of the union. Result? The NLRB Is suing us (with the NLRB as both prosecutor and Judge). 
Outrageous a nd costly. 

Jim's Dive Shop 

• I own a SCUBA Shop in St. Petersburg, Florida. My business Is dependent on and Is affected by 
weather, fuel prices, water quality, fish life and fishing seasons / closures. Currently, the future of the 
recreational fishing Industry In Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas Is In jeopardy due to 
NOAA and the Natlon.al Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS). In Florida alone, recreational fishing equates 
to a multi-billion dollar Industry and countless Jobs. NMFS arbitrarily closes harvest of species based 
on fatally flawed scientific data. According to the Magnuson Stevens act, the NMFS Is breaking the law, 
by not taking Into consideration the economiC effect of It's III will, I ask of you to revamp motives of 
NOAA and the NMFS and to realign their budget to allocate more money to sound scientific data 
colloct.lon and less to the Implementation of catch shares. . 

How can a fisheries health be determined by a few phone surveys? But we aro told this is the 'best 
available science". How does a person that Is surveyed respond to the questions and how are the 
answers evaluated? If a person says yes they fished and caught their limit does that mean the stock Is 
healthy, they arc a good fisherman or that tile fishery has been overflshed? If a person answers tlley 
fished and did not catch fish does this mean they are a poor fisherman or that the fish stock is In 
trouble? Fisherman have been told that fishing effort Is at an all time high even though Fishing related 
business can show otherwise. All seems to fallon deaf ears at NOAA and NMFS. 

currently, In Florida, Gulf Gag Grouper Is closed In federal waters from January 1, 2011 until May 31, 
2011 and with the possibility of closure for all of 2011 based on the unscientifically gathered, fatally 
flawed data gathered by the NMFS. In past years, Gag Grouper has only been closed February 1st -
March 31st. This Increase In grouper closure will affect tackle shops, marinas, dive shops,boat 
builders, fishing charters and tourism to name a few. With unemployment at an all time high, how can 
we afford to lose these Jobs? 

I am not for rape and. pillage of our natural resources and am a proponent for sound management of 
our fisheries, [ uhderstand the need for size and bag limits and the need for seasonal closures. I also 
respect the efforts of our wildlife officers and would be thrilled if our states could afford a larger staff 



to better enforce game laws. However, being an avid SCUBA diver and spear fisher I can not fathom· 
the actions of NOAA and NMFS In the process In which closures are determined. 

The aellons of these government agencies can' and will destroy our Nation's fishing nerltage and tile 
economies of the all ready beleaguered economies of the Gulf States. No new Jobs will need to be 
created but many can be 'saved. 

Check it Out Propert~ Inspections 

• Congress has failed to worl, together to make progressive moves. Republlcns are willing to 
sacrifice environmental protection for short term dollars. The future is In cleaner, more efficient 
production and less consumption. Stop making excuses about why we can't do this or that, and use 
good old American "can do" Ingenuity and hard work for neW challenges. Too much sense of 
entitlement In this country, We need more hard work. Do not cut environmental protections. 

Ring Investments 

• I am on the Boa'rd of a number of small companies. There are 2 major problems that all these 
businesses have In common: 
1. The rising costs of healthcare and the loss of HSA's under the new Healthcare law. 
2. Access tp working capital from banks for small prcfitable companies Is stili unavailable. Increasing 
the cost of money from the Fed would Increase the motivation of banl<s to lend to small businesses, 

Franklin Associates 

• . The federal government Is not Implementing the Affordable liealth Care laws a adopted. This 
means I have to buy my own health Insurance and that of an occasional employee. This witch hunt 
Issa Is on is a travesty. Would like to see him doing the real business of governing and legislating 
Instead of self Important posing and screwing around. He is a roadblocl< to accomplishing anything. 
And by the way, I think the EPA needs to be more aggressive In pursuing corporate criminals who foul 
our air and water. 

Cletus Moses Design 

• 1. Health Insurance should not be employer-based. We need a single payer health care 
. system. This would make my business, and .other American businesse more competitive. 
2. Lack of a sound physical Infrastructure makes my business less efficient. We need to improve the 
phYSical Infrastructure - roads, bridges, etc. -

Quail's RUll Farm 

• The USDA continues to allow genetically engineered seeds from Monsanto and others to cross-
pollinate with my organic crops. Please tell them to stop approving genetically engineered crops - they 
aren't listening to small American farmers. 

DGP Engineering LLC . 



• A screwed up financial market thanl(s to Congress messing In Freddie and Fannie and thereby 
screwing up the entire system has ruined our economy. The housing market Is dead and that Is what 
has historically brought us out of past recessions. Other construction Is equally dead since there Is no 
demand for new construction. 

Canady & Lortz LLP 

• Efforts to repeal health care reform create uncertainty and risks removal of a long-awaited 
change from the status quo: It has been virtually Impossible for very small businesses such as ours 
(and self-employed persons such as myselt) to obtain and offer health Insurance for our employee and 
ourselves. Under the current system, a self-employed person, and anyone who Is willing to work for 
such a small firm, must be married to a person whose employer allows them to purchase coverage for 
their spouse. Health care reform offered an opportunity for us "little guys" to be able to purchase 
coverage and offer It to employees, allowing us to compete with larger employers. Now there Is talk of 
repealiing It, and this Is a source of distress for us. Also, claiming the mandate Is unconstitutional Is 
ridiculous. Without the mandate, affordable coverage would not be possible. Even with the mandate, 
the penalty for opting out Is quite' small. If a fellow self-employed person opted out, they could do so 
and just pay the penalty. The pool of potential hires Is very limited for us because we cannot compete 
with larger employers on core benefits. 

Dennis O. Jenkins, CPA 

• Annual sllrveys from Dept. of Labor are Intrusive and do not serve the public good. Surveys 
require tedious claSSification of employees and wage scales. Time to complete could be used to service 
my clients Instead of spending extra time on week-end to complete this silly survey which Is 
mandatory. Governmental filings su~h as LM-2 are extremely difficult to complete and labor 
organizations are subject to hlgh~r'accountlng fees for me to complete and takes away financial 
resources from the client to be used for investment. 

Frank Cammarata, Inc. 

• I started my company at the height of the· building boom and was on track and Investing In a 
great number of properties that when the government deregulatlons causing the recession sent me 
Into a financial spiral. J had to sell all the properties because what lowed in taxes when the values 
dropped. I had to s.ell my' office and work out of my home. 1 had to re-Incorporate 18 months ago and 
there's no help for the real small businesses. The true definition of a small business Is 1 to 10 
employees and should not be anywhere near the income levels you beaurocratlc republicans set as 
"standards". Stop the crusade on spending and listen to every buslnes.s lecture there has ever been; 
"you need to spend money to make money when times are lean" as a business major and private 
business owner for almost ten years Its time to do the right thing and spend on the people, not the 
billion dollar corporations. 

EBP 

• The gover'nment Is holding my business back, by giving power and concessions to 
corporations. There are representatives that actually ask corporation "How can we make your giant 
corporation have more power then the US government. 

Toddy Roosevelt would fight the corporation to insure that they COUldn't have a monopoly, and to 
Insure tllat small businesses had a competing chance In the free market. 



I run an ECO friendly business using mostly "green materials". It Is because California Is PRO 
Environment that my small business Is taking off. If the coal companies have there way In appealing 
the EPA laws then my small business will suffer. 

PLEASEI PLEASE I Protect the EPA and say no to Giant corporatlon~. 

P.S. i noticed that one of the fields required to mark WaS 'What country Is my business located?" Any 
cooperation out side of the USA should have NO right or privilege to Influence our !awmakersl 

Charter Boat Miss Mary 

• I have owned and operated a small charter fishing boat In the Florida panhandle for over 25 
years. What was once a good business Is being slowly strangled by excessive ,!'lgulatloll by the Federal 
government. . 

Theblggest onslaught now of regulations we now face Is from the National Marine Fisheries Service 
attempts to ram a radical environmental agenda down our throats. I like many other recreational and 
commercial fishermen have had enough. The fisheries are in far better shape In this country than most 
Americans realize. 

Those pushing this environmental agenda are the same ones that attempted to Implement the "global 
warming" scheme. With global warming we would· have been faced with carbon credit trading. Well 
guess what? Now they are pushing catch shares, marine payments for ecosystem services, ocean 
zoning, and ecosystems market places to trade our oceans natural resources. 

Capt. Chip Blackburn 
Charter Boat Miss Mary 
Mexico Beach, Florida· 

Little River Fishing Fleet 

1 am palt of a gl"Oup of recreational, commercial and charter head boat fisherman that have been 
greatly effected by poor government actions In the regulation of our fish stocks. OUi' numbers are 
small 150+- Ind.lvldulas that employ 250-450. However our overall economic Impact to our coastal 
region Is.large and effects 1000s. We need changes to the Magnuson-Stevens Act tD allow common 
sense fishery management with decision based on realistic data and the real economic Impact. 

Stephen Greer 

• Please add to the committee's work the SEC's regulations regarding the Sarbanes-Oxley law 
(antl-Enron law) of 2002. This law Is singularly Inhibiting the formation and lifespan of new, high
value-potential startup companies. The law places an extraordinary paperwork cost burden on small 
and medium-sized companies wishing to grow themselves by gaining access to public capital markets 
via IPO. The law does this by requiring Al.L public companies regardless of size to have antHraud 
systems of similar sophistication of very largo companies like General Electric. These regulations have 
a poisoning effect on small companies by Increasing the Incentives to sell out to larger companies 
rather than grow themselves by seiling shares to the public, The costs of the regulations are so great 
tllat they have the perverse effect of snuffing out companies' long-term growth rather than protecting 
the Investors. 

Additionally, why did tile SEC publicly state recently that I.t was going to Investigate the Facebook 
Company's Intent to sell shares In a private offering Simply because the news leaked out to the media . 

. Thls Is, In fact, what was In newspaper reports (Financial News Agency, Jan. 3, 2011). The end' result 



was that Facebool<'s Investment banker could not accept Investors for the offering from the United 
States but only overseas because by news leaking out they violated some SEC regulation. So now, the 
SEC Is strangling the search for finahclal capital from both small and medlum"sized startup companies 
as well as larger firms. How does the SEC expect companies to grow at all? The SEC and all Its 
regulations need a very close look by your committee. Tiley did nothing to prevent the 2.008 financial 
crisis fraud and are strangling business with their regulations designed to prevent fraud. What's the 
point of their existence?? 

Finally, I want to highlight a general problem at FDA. For a long time now, It's taken years and 
multiple hundreds of millions of dollars for a drug or medical device company to get a new product 
approved through the agency. I read recently that venture capital firms are now funding mostly 
companies that can market their medlcal·devlces In Europe blc the FDA has too-rigorous rules for U.S. 
approval. Also, the rate of approval of new drug entities has been going down for several years, likely 
blc of the enormous costs ~ssoclated wi drug approvals. This Is all a prescription for stagnation for 
both Industries. I believe the Pre.scrlptlon Drug User Fee and Medical Device User Fee Acts are up for 
renewal this year or last year. Please use this opportunity to hold hearings to prod the FDA Into 
reformin·g Its drug and medical device approval rules such that It does not take nearly so long or cost 
so much to get a product approved for marketing in the United States. We can stili provide the level of 
safety We expect In the U.S. wlo killing the golden goose. 

Hennenfent.com 

• ObamaNomlcs Is ruining my business opportunities. We need to abolish the minimum wage, 
bring manufacturing back to the USA, and cut taxes. Thank you, Bradley Hennenfent, M.D., physician 
& economist .. 

Chaya Company 

• Bureaucracy In banking that disallows capital loans for small businesses. high regulatory 
administration and expense for healthcare 

Be Innovation 

• The single most onerous thing for me Is the reporting burden for taxes. I have a rather radical 
Idea (especially coming from mo, since I am a Democrat, the least likelY person you'o expect this 
from): why don't we Just eliminate corporate and .payroll taxes and shift all corporate profit and 
payroll taxation to personal ·Income taxes? I mean, think about it: companies create the jobs, so why 
suck away money they Can use to create them? By shifting It to the personal tax burd en, you ensure 
you are taking the money AFTER tlldob Is created (I.e., you are taxing all the Individual's wealtll and 
Income) not BEFORE. II Is created (by taxing the job"creatlng company's Income). In the process of this 
shift, you wipe out all the truckloads of paperwork and hassle and hours needed by companies to deal 
with Federal corporate taxes. And It m.eans no more· whining about who gets what loopholes, 
sub sid les, etc. 

I am not looking for a free pass or lower taxes. Get the same revenue as you do now. Just do Irfrom 
the people who pront from the corporation, not from the Job-creating machine tllat Is the corporation 
Itself. Raise my personal taxes, eliminate my corporations I I am quite happy to make that exchange. I 
can use the company's savings to create more jobsl 

On a separate note, another thing we can do Is acknowledge the more virtual nature of the modern . 
workplace by designing separate requirements for a workforce Ihat Increasingly Is home- based, 
thanks to the Internet. Example: Why should 1 have to buy a workplace OSHA safety poster and mall 



that to my sales guy working from his home In Chicago?! That mal<os'no sensei It's 20tll"century 
thinking. 

Clayton's Towing 

• Regulations, taxes, Air Resource Board / Cap and Trade, over spending, sinking our economy 
with debt, bloiltlng government too large, playing politics with housing Ie. Fanny and Freddy which 
triggered this bild economy, workman's comp and health care costs, painting too many targets on 
businesses for potential predator lawsuits. 
The better question Is ... What Is government doing to help businesses? Not muchll can't think of 
anything. The more they get their boots off our necks the better chance we have to paying our bills. 
Maybe eventually we can even make a profltl 

Barney's Ice Cream 

• I hope you'll be fair and honest' and let all pro-business views be heard. My father was driven 
out of business not by government but by a large cartel like company whalch was able to move Into 
an area, drop prices drastically until competitors were driven out of business and then jack up prices 
and gouge the consumer. Smilll businesses need a level playing field and government must do that. 
We need more regulation of huge businesses that destroy Main St. 

NYCHHC-Health 

• The governmen'ts health safety regulations along with peer group oversight by the Joint 
Commission for Health Care Organlzatons (JCAHO) helps to hold down malpractiCe costs.fire 

Tony Bator 

• The administrative agencies of government do not follow the law as Congress'has written It. 
Tile Constitution, the Bill of Rights and The Declaration of Independence mean nothing In our country 
today. Our country was founded upon the principle that 1 am a free man, and my freedom ends when 
[Infringe upon the property or person of another. This concept was lost LONG ago In out nation. 
Today I am charged with crimes undefined by law, drummed up by low level administrative agents 
whose political philosophy In life mimics Chairman Mao. Philosophically communist but living in 
denial .... 
I am currently involved In defending myself against ,criminal charges under regulations which 
contradict the law. Ninth Circuit Case number 10-10292. Why would any American chose to mine or 
'manufacture anything In these United States????? 
I am an American. 1 am avid Constitutionalist. I would sit down and cry If I were not so angry . 

. I have also been a commercial farmer. A small manufacturer, owned a dry cleaning plan and deliver 
mill< when I was a young man. Currently I face a law suit for millions of doll~rs. I am being sued 
be<;Buse dry cleaning solvent vapors were found In the ground. I sold this business 38 years ago. NO 

, regulations eXisted when I sold the plant and I NEVER did anything to Jeopardize the environment. But 
someone found a trace of solvent, a TRACE, arid now·I am in civil litigation too. Regulations were not 
In place till over ten years after the business was liqUidated. 

When I was Involved In agriculture my building permits were held up by local government because of 
the misapplication of Federal Regulations. So Sorry our agencies violated the law. Too bad we are 
Immune because we work for government. 



Ye'ah. I have been In jail for contempt of court. I claimed my 4th 5th and & 7th Amendment 
Constitutional rights. The state law said the Neyada department of Taxation (Sales tax collection) had 
to have my notarized signature on file to compel me to coliect sales taxes;.But who cares what the law 
says. 
Yes I did go to federal Court. As normal the case was'dlsmlssed""". 
Expect any'other result. We HAVE LOST OUR COUNTP:Y. From what I understand we are the laughing 
stock of the world. Congratulations. In your quest to buy votes you have lost the principles our county 
was founded upon. The losers run this country. 
I fear we might not be able to save It. I do NOT believe yOU have the political will to obey the 
constitution and the principles this country and all of western Civilization was founded upon. Hey guess 
what. WE ARE A CHRISTIAN NATION. 

I have little faith that this email will mean anything to anyone. I fear what the upcoming collapse will 
bring. I'do have hope though quite slim"". 
TONY BATOR, 
Always will to defend the Constitution. 

David Wentz 

• get rid of the republicans. Keep Obamacare It makes my Insurance a lot cheaper.republlcans 
hate the working class,they love rich people and they will do anything to make the president fall. 

Mid RiverRV 

• The government Is not protecting my rights to prospect for gold. The lack of Justice 
Department Involvement shows how our government doesn't care about citizens who do not reside In 
major metropolitan areas.The State of Califurnla has taken away prospectors rights by making It 
Illegal to dredge for gold. This has removed my ability to supllment my Income as well as taking away 
%75 of my RV Parks business. Additionally they use my tax dollars to help the groups actively trying 
to kill my business. All on a demonsterable lie. 

TheAVCrew 

• Giving tax breaks to the wealthy takes money out of the economy. Cutting spending takes 
money out of the economy. Not concentrating on job creation means less money In the economy. 
Government needs to Increase Infrastructure spending, bailout cash strapped states. The more money 
pumped Into the economy, the more jobs created and that means more customers for my company. 

GeoMar, LLC. 

1) Patent system is broken. Particularly software patents. Stifling Innovation. 

2) Network Neutrality isn't taken seriously. Lack of neutrality threatens software startups like mine. 

3) Inconsistent taxation across states for products sold over Internet. Federal government should 
simplify or eliminate. 

The Other Fence Company, Rob Cadwell 



• Government actually helps my business by making Health Care Affordable and being a 
responsible sttlart of our economy. Also our wood comes from Canada Instead of destroying our 
forests (old growth cedar) If only they'd Increase minimum wages I'd be paying workers a living wage, 
as It Is I have to compete with everyone else and we al'lhave to pay low. 

Bad winter, slow work, lots of people hungry, snow and more snow, frozen ground, hard to dig. 

Eddo's Harbor and RV Park, Dawn Gulick 

• We are a small merchant who processes credit cards. Our credit card processor whom we pay 
fees to handle the credit card transactions, has now Informed me that we have to pay 19.95 per 
month for "Insurance" to cover PCI/DSS (Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards) 
compliance. Did I mention we are a small business? So small that I only have a credit card processing 
machine hooked to a phone line. No networks. No computers transferring data. They also told me the 
other day that I am no longer able to "self-certify" my data security. I have to'buy their "Insurance". 
This Is a lie. Only businesses that process more than 1 million transactions per year cannot self certify. 
This Is a Junk fee Imposed upon my business. To the tune of 240.00 per year. Which I have to pass on 
to my customers. This processor will certainly lose my business as soon as my 2 year contract Is up. 
Small businesses such as our need a bill of rights protecting us from unwarranted and unfair Junk fees 
and charges. The system Is broken. You were elected to fix It. Get To Work. 

Cascadia Family Health 

• We would like to see the federal government accelerate Implementation of the Affordable Care 
Act, so that more of our currently uninsured patients will have health Insurance, sooner than 2014. 
Other provlsons (also not until 2014, unfortunately) will allow us to offer affordable health Insurance 
to employees as we add them/and will help us concentrate fully on our business Instead of one of 
having to hold a conventional day job In order to get the company provided health Insurance. 

Thanks! 

Miss Nautica, Inc, Eric Smith 

• Mr Crabtree and his agency,NMFS, has tried to put the Charter boat bulsness out of Bulsness 
for the past ten+ years shutting down the fisheries left and right. Our primary season Is about 120 
days per year a-nd If we get 40 to 60 we are lucky. l'le claims there are no fish out there and we do not 
find that true ... I believe the Loblests are controllng thier desltlons. 

Burnt Tree Enterprises, Sam Styron , 

• Tax cuts on the wealthiest Americans are killing us because the burden of taxes Is now failing 
on tl1e middle class. , 

We need to drop the "Bush tax cuts" and make the wealthiest Americans pay their share of taxes. 

Doing this will greatly reduce the tax burden on the rest of us. 

The 400 wealthiest Americans pay a tax rate of 17 percent while those of us In the middle class are 
paying 20 - 30 percent. 



Laubach Construction, Inc, John Laubach 

1. The government requires we pay prevailing wages on all fed funded Jobs. My guys can do Just as 
good for half the cost. 
2. The IRS has audited us. TI1ey are not accusing LIS of hiding Income or rejecting any·expenses. Just 
want to verify the year they should be accounted to. My auditor had no clue how to do this correctly, 
the Appeals· person didn't even try to settle but said she did and now I am forced to hire a lawyer. 
3. Lead paint and asbestos reqUirements are not well thought out and oneroLls to building owners. 
4. There are many requirements brought onto owners that Increase the cost of construction to comply 
with ADA requirements, energy standards and polutlon requirements. If these were not In place like 
most of the world, we would do more building. 

Curious Workmanship, Sarah Natividad 

• I sell baby booties retail at craft shows, but most of my sales are small wholesale orders to 
boutiques. The market for high end boutique baby Items dried LIp. Part of it was the slowing economy, 
and part of It was boutiques waiting to see what would fall out with CPSIA. Once CPSIA was more or 
less settled and the closures stabilized, I saw a slight Increase In business, which I attribute to me . 
being one of the few businesses left standing. A lot of my friends In similar businesses closed theirs or 
changed to making adult or pet products, ~nd others were dissuaded from starting up by CPSIA. 
These are Just micro-businesses that would turn a few hundred bucks a month, but that's a few 
hundred bucks a month people are now not making. If you need that money for bills, you have to get 
another JOb, which Is what [ did when things got so slow that the business was no longer bringing In 
enough money'to pay my bills. 

For a lot of women like myself who have home based micro-businesses, closing these businesses *Is' 
eliminating a job. Mimy of us chose to work this way because we 'can't' work a traditional Job. Some 
of us are disabled or have kids with special needs. Some of us can't find Jobs In our field that are 
flexible enough with hours, or pay enough to bring In the same amount of money after paying child 
care expenses. We haven't turned to the government for solutions or handouts; we got creative and 
made our own opportunities. And now those opportunities are being taken away from us, In drlbs and 
drabs, by everyone of these laws aimed at the "big guys." 

And even If the economy were booming, we wouldn·t be able to expand our businesses. Could we hire 
somebody part-time to do the books or the shipping? [ wouldn't even know where to st~rt with that. It 
would cost me more than I could afford just to tall< to a lawyer or an accountant to ask. Not to 
mention that they'd probably tell me I had to have MSDS data sheets on hand for the cup of water I 
offer my employee when he's thirsty, or that J'd have to spend hours finding an adequate health plan, 
or something. It would open me up to an entirely new circle of bureaucratic Ilell, deeper than the one 
I'm currently In just by having a business. You shouldn't have to hire a lawyer .and an accountant to 
bring In a part-time teenage shipping clerk. The law should be clear and easy for the layperson to use. 

Government, with all their aggregate statistics, simply Ignores cottage industry. And yet the Internet 
has made it possible for cottage Industry to expand exponentially. Congress seems to think that if the 
"big guys" agree to the regulation, that means they have the consent of businesses. But It's a power
law distribution: 80% of the business is done by 20% of the companies. Unfortunately the laws always 
seem to be written In ways that Ignore the "long tail" of the dlstrlbutlon-- people like me, In the 80% 
of companies tllat do 20% of the business. We're too small to belong to any organization bigger than 
tha Handmade Toy Ailiance-- we can't afford the dues .for Chambers of Commerce and the like, let 
alone lobbyists and certainly not top-notch lobbyists. If you want to defend the "little guy"-- defend 
·us*. Defend us against the trial lawyers' groups. Defend us against laws that bigger businesses can 
stomach but we can't. Defend us against predatory "consumer" groups who want to count coup.on 
"big business" and don't care If we get hit In the crossfire. We are the ones who are truly defenseless 
In this fight, because literally all we have to "fight the power" with Is a Twitter account. 



Sdpps.com 

• Requiring apt and Investment propery owners to have to prepare and file 1099'5 for all goods 
and services costs over $600 per yeaI'I What at burden and how redicuiousil Do we 1099 the gas 
station or UPS driver or utilities oetc, etclll . 

NO, we are not paid for working for the IRSI 

Otto Racdeloon 

• . Government Is not holding my business baGk. If there were no government, then I WOUldn't be 
in business. Without the government, I am not able to count on a reliable money supply. I cannot 
Insure my Investments. I cannot be certain that the things I am purchasing are safe to use. I cannot 
determine If the food that my employees eat out of the vendl~g machines will kill them or not. 

I cannot use the water In my place of business without concern that it Is tainted. j can·not be certain 
that the courts will be there If I need to go there to enforce my contracts. 

Without government, ! cannot be certain that the Infrastructure on which my products travel will be 
able to carry It without risk. Without the US Postal Service, I would not be able to ship my packages to 
remote locations that Fed Ex and others don't deliver to. 

Lariat, Brett Glass 

•. I founded the world's first wireless Internet service provider In 1992, and continue to operate 
It to ·thls day. We·serve rural areas where the telephone companies and cable companies do not 
provide broadband. The Federal Communications Commission has recently drafted "network 
neutrality" rules which would outlaw our most economical rate plans - the ones which offer the best 
value and are most popular with our customers. They have also frightened away Investors, preventing 
us from expanding our coverage area and creating jobs. At the same time, distracted by Its drive to 
regulate tho Internet, the FCC has fallen behind on the action Items In Its National Broadband Plan, 
which Include making more spectrum available to wireless providers like myself and helping Internet 
providers to obtain economical access to the Internet backbone. These actions are hot only holding my 
own business back; they are holding back businesses In my service area which could benefit from 
economical and vast broadband service. The FCC's actions, and lack of action, have also Impacted my 
approximately 5,000 colleagues In this Industry - small bu~lnesses all .- which together make 
broadband service available to more than 70% of Amerian homes and businesses. 

Because this matter Is so Important not only to me but to the members of my community who need 
broadband, I am willing to come to DC to testify and to prepare detailed written testimony. Please 
contact me and let me l<n?w If! may have the opportunity to do so. 

SquareNail Woodworking, J1m Holbert 

• The tax brea.ks initiated by The Obama Administration have .made It possible for mr to re-hlre 
one employee 1 laid off last year, also I will be able to hire one or two others. 
1 can depreCiate my equipment all this year and take full advantage of the Health Care Reform act to 
get up to 50% tax breaks for my and my employees health care. . 
Quite frankly, the only fear I have from my GOy't Is when well meaning but out of touch Republicans 
take my benefits away and give more to the large multi National Corps. 
[ fought in Viet Nam for this Country, ! know you or any of your current GOP members did, and I 
know that No Multi National Corporations will ever be c\'lilad to duty . 
. 50 back off your high horse bull shit and be a real American for a change. 
Thanks for allowing me to comment. 



lim Holbert 
Veteran 
Father 
Voter 

Tiki2, Christopher Novosad 

• The US government refuses to enact government-run single payer Ilealth Insurance. As a 
business owner I do not get sufficient ROJ from for-profit health Insurance corporations (In fact, any of 
the plans that I can afford are absolutely terrible) for me to expand and hire more workers. 

Airport Equipment Rentals, Inc., Jon Cook 

• The EPA and/or US Army Corps of Engineers are unreasonably delaying or nearly every major 
developmental proJects In Alaska Including ConocoPhllllps CDS, Shell OCS, Exxon Mobil Point Tomsen 
and Alaska Railroad Northern Rail Extension. These agencies have exceeded their original mandate, do 
not perform relevant cost/benefit analyses, and are responsible for exporting Jobs, dollars and entire· 
industries overseas where regulations are eltller more reasonable or non-existent. 

SkyMaster, Rob AugugJiao 

Current Federal regulations prevent business growth in general aviation air taxi operations. As an 
aircraft owner federal law allows me to only flypaying passengers on sight seeing tours that are 
within 25 miles of the airport. I took offfi-om, and must thon return to that same airport. If I 
want to tal<e a paying passenger 26 miles, or to another airport then I must became a "part 135" 
air taxi operation. The requirement to become an air taxi operation is all automatic "dream-killer" 
for a "mom and pop" flying business. I think the current laws reguarding paying passengers in 
very small Cessna type aircraft is preventing small business creation. Additionally the current 
laws are totally unnecessary ... why is it ok to fly 25 miles but not 26 miles, or even more? Why is 
it ok for me to lake off and land at my home air field with paying passengers but not to land at 
another airport? Remember, the aircraft are safe enough for me to fly my own family in, but are 
not allowed to carry paying passengers in. Please change this so that small mom and pop flying 
operations have a chance to. pursue an American drewn. 


